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List of Notations 

Notations which are local to one or perhaps two subparagraphs can be not 
included below 

j symbol corresponds to index of 
machine tool (or server) 

i symbol corresponds to part type 
i=1, 2, …n . 

n 
number of jobs or in case of 
series (strings, chains) number 
of part types 

ni number of parts in part type 

m number of machines 

Mj or j the machine with index j  

Ji or i the job with index i  

τij
processing time for job Ji at 
machine j 

τi
processing time for job Ji at 
single machine 

di demand rate for part-type i 

yij
processing rate of a machine 
tool j for part type i  

yj
processing rate of a single 
machine for part type i 

uij
input rate at the machine tool j 
for part type i  

ui
input rate at a single machine 
for part type i 

ddi due date of Ji

ri ready time of Ji

Wik
waiting time of Ji preceding its 
k-th operation. 

Wi total waiting time of Ji

Ci completion time of Ji

Fi the flow time of Ji

Li the lateness of Ji

Ti the tardiness of Ji

Ei the earliness of Ji

F
_

, C
_

, etc mean of quantity 
Fmax, 

Cmax, etc maximum of quantity 

Nc(t) 
the number of jobs completed 
by time t 

Np(t) 
the number of jobs actually 
being processed at time t 

Nu(t) 
the number of jobs still to be 
completed by time t 

Nw(t) the number of jobs waiting at 
time t 

oij
the operation of processing Ji on 
Mj

zi(t) 
the amount of work in the 
buffer i at single machine at 
time t 

zij(t) 
the amount of work in the 
buffer i at the machine j at time 
t 

ρ machine load factor in case of 
one machine 

ρi

component of machine load 
factor in case of one machine 
from part type i 

ρj
machine load factor of the 
machine j 

ρij

component of machine load 
factor of the machine j from 
part type i 

Tsch Time of scheduling 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

The suitable solution of scheduling is one of the key problems of effective utilization 
of manufacturing systems. Scheduling is the art of utilising the available time and 
resources under given constraints to execute as many tasks as possible. Scheduling in the 
manufacturing sector is performed as part of the production planning. Schedules are used 
as guides for establishing manufacturing resource requirements such as manpower, 
tooling, machine etc. The quality of schedules used at all levels of production has a major 
influence on the effectiveness of a manufacturing organisation. 

Scheduling within a manufacturing organisation ranges from long-term projection to 
detailed task scheduling. The master schedule offers the overall plan for supplying 
material to execute production and sales over relatively longer period of time. A long-
term scheduling used to help planning for production and plant operations over a long 
period of time. The objective of this type of scheduling is to identify product batch sizes 
to reach a particular target, such as monthly forecast.  

The short-term detailed schedule provides means of checking the progress towards 
achievement of production targets, which has been set in the master schedule. Targets 
include meeting the required delivery dates for completion of all work on the jobs; 
minimising in-process inventories; maximising machine and labour resource utilisation.  

Job shop scheduling in Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) is a complicated task. 
There are different methods and approaches for solving scheduling problems (e.g. batch 
processing etc). But application any of them is state of the art or ask some calculations. 
This Thesis suggests method, which can be applied on-line without or minimal prior 
calculations.  

A little bit more then ten years ago by paper Perkins and Kumar [10] a new direction, 
the use of Hybrid Dynamical Approach (HDA) to the solution of manufacturing 
scheduling problems arouse. Somlo [24] proposed a method for the determination of 
demand rates reflecting practical requirements, and also the so-called controlled buffer 
technique, which gives an opportunity to handle the multi-machine cases. 

The mathematical model for the solution of FMS scheduling is well known. The 
mathematical model conceptions are originated from classical work of French [6] and 
highly used in the solution of classical and modern batch processing problems. Extension 
of the model to the use of HDA may be found in [10], see also (Matveev and Savkin [12]; 
Somlo [24]).  

Similar investigations for application of hybrid dynamical model for solving 
manufacturing job shop scheduling problem have been done by Gideon Weiss (see [47], 
[48], [49]). But that model does not take into consideration set-up times for machine tools 
(time for adjustment equipment when production changes from one part-type to another). 
Due to this fact, the model suggested by Perkins and Kumar [10] more precisely reflects 
the nature of manufacturing processes and more easy applicable for FMS (Flexible 
Manufacturing Systems) scheduling. The model suggested by Perkins and Kumar was 
used in current thesis.  

Let us shortly describe what are the hybrid dynamical systems and how one can 
apply the hybrid dynamical system approach for solving manufacturing scheduling 
problem. The hybrid dynamical systems are those that contain discrete and continuous 
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dynamics. A typical hybrid system is a logical discrete-event decision-making controller 
interacting with a continuous-time process. This model can be used to accurately describe 
a wide range of real-time industrial processes and their associated supervisory control and 
monitoring systems. A simple example is a home climate-control system. Due to its on-
off nature, the thermostat is modelled as discrete-event system, whereas the furnace and 
air conditioner are modelled as continuous-time systems. More examples of hybrid 
dynamical systems can be found in Matveev and Savkin [12]. 

In our case we apply the above approach to discrete production process. Let us 
consider Figure 1. At the left side of the picture one can see a part of real manufacturing 
process which consists of one machine tool (or server). Let us call this machine tool as 
Server j. The server processes three part types from the buffers at the input of the server. 
The server removes one part from the selected buffer and process with this part some 
time. This time is called as processing time and denoted as τij , where symbol i 
corresponds to part type and symbol j corresponds to the server. The real manufacturing 
process is discrete process. It means that the server in reality can remove from the buffer 
only one part and not one and half for example. The left hand side of Figure 1 
demonstrates the discrete nature of the processes. 

 

 
Figure 1. Continuous representation of manufacturing process 

 
When one applies the HDA the manufacturing control system represents the discrete 

manufacturing process as continuous. The control system representation is shown at the 
right side of Figure 1. The description of this part of the picture is given below. 

Let us represent the contents of buffers as "work". It will be convenient to think of 
the work as a fluid, and the buffers as tanks (see Figure 1 right hand side). In this case 
work can represent continuous approximation to the discrete flow of parts in a flexible 
manufacturing system.  

Like in the paper [10] the rate of part flows through the system is assumed to have 
constant value for every part-type i and is called demand rate di. By another words, work 
arrives to any buffer with index i at a constant rate di>0. The machine tool (or server) 
removes work from selected buffers at some given rate yij. The value of this rate depends 
on which buffer is served with which server and can be expressed by the following 
equation yij=1/τij. It is supposed that any server can serve only one buffer (or part-type) at 
one time.  
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As it was proposed by Somlo [24] that buffers can be imagined as individuals for 
every parts type and every machine. But, in reality different part types (and even 
machines) can be served from the same “physical” buffer. 

Let us understand under location of the server the state when server work from one of 
the input buffers. The location of the server is described by discrete control variables 
(producing any of the parts or being in set-up condition) and may be selected using a 
feedback policy. The location of the server is selected based on quantized observation of 
the buffers states, and the actions of the servers are triggered by “discrete events”. The 
switching of the server takes place when some conditions are fulfilled. 

Let us consider a part of a production system, which consists of one server and 
produces three part types (see Figure 1 right hand side). Suppose the servers use “Clear 
the Largest Buffer Content” switching policy as dispatching rule see [10]. 

This policy is working on the following way: a server starts to produce parts from 
one of the buffers at its input and produces them before selected buffer is emptied. Then 
the server chooses another buffer with the maximum content of parts and starts work 
from this buffer before it is emptied and so on. 

Let us define conditions when Hybrid Dynamical Approach can be applied for 
manufacturing scheduling tasks. These conditions are shortly enumerated on Figure 1 . 
According to [24] this method can be applied when the time of a production run is long 
enough and manufacturing system produces high number of parts. Under high number we 
understand several hundreds, several thousand or more parts (sometime less). Of course, 
the character of manufacturing depends not only on the number but on the “size” of parts, 
as well (the meaning of “size” here is the volume, the complication, etc.). 

When using the Hybrid Dynamical Approach to manufacturing scheduling the 
following problem arouses. At the first server the rough parts can be obtained from 
central buffer as a continuous flow. But at the consecutive machine groups the parts 
flows have highly discontinuous behaviour due to the switching nature of the servers’ 
actions. This makes impossible to use the results of the single machine processing to 
multi machine case. This difficulty can be eliminated by the use of the Control Buffer 
Technique (CBT) proposed by Somlo [24]. The CBT is based on the fact that it is 
possible to fill up some auxiliary buffers and use them to compensate the input flows.  

It is proposed in the present Thesis to investigate the application of the Hybrid 
Dynamical Approach for manufacturing systems scheduling by discrete event simulation. 
The use of the simulation method for the investigation of manufacturing systems is 
desirable in our case as it gives the possibility to describe explicitly the real 
manufacturing system performances and all processes inside it. It is impossible to 
describe explicitly all relationships of the components in these systems mathematically. 
Taylor ED (Enterprise Dynamics) simulation software was taken for model building.  

In the first publications on HDA all results have been achieved for continuous case. 
Somlo [24] suggested method for determination demand rate values and CBT. But it was 
not clear that these results are valid when one applies HDA for discrete manufacturing 
process. The goal of the present work was to develop methods and devices for application 
of HDA in discrete case. Method of the research was discrete event simulation and case 
studies. 
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Case studies which have been done during current investigation shown that HDA is 
suitable for a general job shop where medium and large bathes are produced and not 
limited just FMS field. 

This Thesis consists of 6 Chapters. The first chapter reviews the role of scheduling in 
production management. The classical scheduling problem is defined, and solution 
methods of scheduling problems are reviewed. The terminology, which is used in the 
field of scheduling, is introduced as well. 

The second chapter describes the main concepts of discrete event simulation and its 
application in manufacturing. 

The third chapter introduces the main concepts of hybrid dynamical approach 
scheduling. The mathematical model of scheduling is presented and small examples are 
given for better understanding. 

The fourth chapter provides description of simulation solution of HDA. The 
modelling process is described and new algorithms, developed by the author, are 
explained. Author formulates the work of manufacturing system and introduces the 
method of independent source in this chapter. 

The firth chapter presents descriptions and results of simulation investigations of 
HDA. The simulation investigation have been done with Taylor ED program. The results 
of simulation investigations are formulated as Generalised model of HDA. All results 
introduced in this chapter are own results of the author. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the scientific results of the author. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 
 

PRODUCTION PLANNING and SCHEDULING 
THEORY. 

 
1.1 PRODUCTION PLANNING. OVERVIEW OF THE 

PROBLEM 
 
1.1.1 Role of Scheduling in Production and Operation 

Management and Basic Scheduling Problems 
 

The main purpose of production and operation management (POM) is to coordinate the 
resources and activities required to produce the goods. The tasks are varying from plant to 
plant, but usually they have many of the same major responsibilities. These include (see [37]) 
production scheduling, staffing, equipment, quality control, inventory control, and the 
coordination of production activities. 

The primary mission in production planning is planning the production schedule within 
budgetary limitations and time constraints (see [8]). This entails analysing the plant’s 
personnel and capital resources to select the best way of meeting the production quota. It 
determines which machines will be used whether overtime or extra shifts are necessary, and 
the sequence of production. This problem covers also the monitoring of the production run to 
make sure that it stays on schedule. Here, only a brief outline is given for the planning and 
scheduling decision levels in manufacturing processes. 

Production management is a wide field concerned with all the aspects related to 
production, from the top-level strategic decisions to the very bottom decision at the machine 
level. This dissertation is concerned with production planning and scheduling aspects. 

Production planning methodology is based on a hierarchical decomposition into several 
planning decision levels. The higher in the hierarchy, the more aggregate are the models and 
the more important is strategic impact of the decisions. In this dissertation, the last decision 
level in the hierarchy is considered, namely, the short-term (or operational) scheduling level. 
In the literature and practice, the decisions are taken in sequence and in a top-down approach 
from the highest level in hierarchy to the bottom- level. The decisions taken at some level in 
the hierarchy are constrained by those already taken at upper levels. 

The whole hierarchical decision process is coherent if the interactions between different 
levels in the hierarchy are taken into account so that a decision taken at some level in the 
hierarchy translates into a feasible objective for the next decision level in the hierarchy. This 
consistency issue is rarely investigated and few results are available in the literature [33]. 

Sometimes, the mid-term planning level itself is decomposed into two, aggregate and 
detailed, planning levels with models and decisions of the same nature. In this case, the 
consistency of decisions taken at those two levels has been investigated with success in the 
last two decades.  

The need of a feasible master schedule is crucial for the success of an MRP (Material 
Requirement Planning) like procedure.  
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This consistency issue between planning and scheduling levels is the main motivation of 
the integrated planning and scheduling models. In these integrated models, the plan computed 
at the planning level is feasible, i.e., there exist at least one feasible schedule to achieve that 
production plan. 

It is very common to separate the management system from the production system. 
Where management system deals with flows of information whereas, in production system 
deals with flows of products. 
 
1.1.2 Management Systems 
 
The three primary functions within a business are: 

1- Marketing. 
2-  Finance. 
3- Operations (production) functions. 

 The plans and actions of the above three primary functions and other support functions must 
work concert if the total organization s to achieve its full potential. 

The marketing must discover or develop a demand for the organisation's goods or services 
and maintain a responsive working relationship with customers. 

The finance is a primary function that performs activities to obtain funds for the 
organisation and to guide the organisation to wise use of its financial resources. The three 
primary functions within a business are interdependent.  Having the financial resources and 
the ability to produce a product are of little value if there is no market for the product. Having 
the finance and market for a product is of little value if one cannot provide the product. The 
ability to produce a product and market for the product are not sufficient if the necessary 
capital to employ personal, obtain facilities and supplies and put the other capabilities into 
action is not available. Figure 1.1 illustrates interdependency between the primary functions 
within organisation [34]. 

 

Marketing Production

Finance

 
Figure 1.1. Interdependency between the Primary Functions within Organisation 
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The interactions between the management system, production system and their environment 
as represented in Figure 1.2 on one side, the suppliers provide the production system with raw 
materials according to the decisions from the management system. Then, the intermediate 
products circulate in the production system between the resources, and may wait in work-in 
process inventories. Finally the finished products wait in stocks before delivery to the 
customers. Sometimes, the management system also controls the transport of material before 
and after the production process. 

The management system negotiates customer orders and according to them, determines 
the production plan while taking supplier constraints into account. Moreover, one of the 
management system's essential features is to control the production system by taking possible 
perturbations into account by feedback 

S
U
P
P
L
I
E
R
S

C
U
S
T
O
M
E
RProduction System

Management System

Flow of Materials
Flow of Information

Flow of Decisions  
Figure. 1.2. Interaction between management system and production system 

 
 
1.1.3 Production Systems 
 

A system is a whole that cannot be taken apart without loss of its essential characteristics, 
and hence production system must be studied as a whole. 
The main concepts of a production system can be defined as follows: 

1- Production system is a system whose function is to convert a set of inputs. 
2- Conversion subsystem is the part of the larger production system in which inputs are 

converted into outputs. 
3- Control subsystem is the part of the larger production system in which a portion of the 

outputs is monitored for feedback signals to provide corrective action if required. 

A production system receives inputs in the form of materials, personal, capital, utilities, 
and information. These inputs are changed in a conversion subsystem into desired products 
and services, which are called outputs. Figure 1.3 illustrates a model for a production system. 
Inputs are classified into three general categories: environment, market, and primary 
resources. [35] 

Production systems may be divided into two typologies. In the first typology, one 
distinguishes between make-to-order and make-to-stock production systems. In the former, 
the production is based on customer orders, whereas, in the latter, the production is based on 
an anticipation of the customer orders. 
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Make-to-order production systems are primarily found in firms that propose a large 
variety of products for which the demand is not predictable over long horizon, or in firms that 
define their products only from precise customer requirements. An subcontracting firm is a 
typical example. 

Make-to-stock production is only possible in firms where the catalogue of products is 
relatively stable in time, and more importantly, where the demand for such products is 
relatively well identified. The paints or brick industry are good examples of such production 
systems. 

The second typology distinguishes between four different types of production. 
 

Inputs Conversion
Subsystem

Outputs

Environment

Legal/Political
Social
Economic
Technological

Market

Competition
Product informa tion

Primary Resources

Materials a Supplies
Personal
Capital and
     Capital Goods
Utilities

Physical
(Manufacturing, Mining)

Locational Services
(Transportation)

Exchange Service
(Retailing / Wholesaling)

Storage Services
(Warehousing)

Other Private S ervices
(Insurance, Finance,
Utilities, Health,
Business Service and
Personal Services.)

Government Services

Direct Outputs
Products
Services

Indirect Outputs
Taxes
Wages and Salaries
Technological
Development
Environmental Impact
Employee Treatment

Socia l Impact

Control
Subsystem

Figure 1.3. A production system model 

 

1- “One of a kind” production  

The main feature of these products is that production is not repeated, or repeated just after 
a long period. The examples of these products are military aircrafts, submarines etc. They 
impose a production of small quantities, and the main task is to provide all the production 
resources when and where necessary. 

In this type of production one uses project management techniques. 
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2- Production in small and medium series 

The manufacturing process usually takes place in a workshop. The problem is not to 
minimize the total time for producing one item but rather the whole production, and a related 
goal is to minimize the waiting time in front of the resources. 

3- Mass Production  

In this case where there is a large number of similar product to be produced in the same 
period of time, or when the number of different products is limited, it may be interesting to 
organize transfer lines of production where the resources are distributed according to a fixed 
ordering. In doing so, one can reduce the waiting time in front of the resources. The main 
problem is thus to create equilibrate transfer lines (Line Balancing). 

1.1.4 Production Scheduling and the Hierarchy of Production 
Decisions 

Controlling production operations is the detailed scheduling of various aspects of the 
production functions. The production function in a company may be viewed as a hierarchical 
process. Figure 1.4 shows an example of hierarchy of production decision. 

Forecast of future demand

Aggregate Plan

Master Production Schedule: Schedule of
production quantities by product and time

Material Requirements Planning (MRP)
System: Explore Master Schedule to obtain
requirements for components and final
products.

Detailed Job-Shop Schedule: To meet
specifications of production quantities from
MRP system.

 
Figure 1.4. The hierarchical structure of the flow of the production decisions 

 
First, the firm must forecast demand for aggregate sales over some predetermined 

planning horizon. 
These forecasts provide the input for determining the aggregate production and work 

force levels for the planning horizon. The aggregate production plan must be translated into 
master production schedule (MPS). 

The MPS results in specific production goals by product and time period. Material 
Requirements Planning (MRP) is one method for meeting specific production goals of 
finished-goods inventory generated by the MPS. 
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The result of the MRP analysis is specific planned order releases for final products, 
subassemblies, and components. 

Finally, the planned order release must be translated into a set of tasks and the due dates 
associated with those tasks. This level of detailed planning results in the shop floor schedule. 

Shop floor control means scheduling personnel and equipment in a shop to meet the due 
dates for a number of jobs. Often, jobs must be processed through the machines in the shop in 
a unique order or sequence [36]. 

1.2 SCHEDULING. DEFINITION AND NOTATIONS. 

1.2.1 Introduction and Definition 
 

This chapter is mainly based on French [6] work where the scheduling theory is deeply 
analyzed and mathematical methods, which are used in scheduling, are fully given. 

In the scheduling theory the orders of production are called the technological 
constraints. Any schedule, which is compatible with these, is called feasible. Infeasible 
schedules are incompatible with the technological constrains or due dates. Obviously, a 
solution of a scheduling problem to be acceptable, it should be feasible. Usually the 
processing sequence is coming from technological constraints. This is simply the order in 
which the jobs are processed through the machines. A processing sequence, therefore, 
contains no (explicit) information about the times at which the various operations start and 
finish. 

Let us consider the order of processing jobs for each machine. It specifies one 
permutation of {J1,J2,…,Jn} for each of the m machines. Since there are n! permutations of 
{J1,J2,…,Jn} there are (n!)m possible processing orders. Actually, because of the technological 
constraints, many of these may be infeasible. Thus there many be less than (n!)m processing 
sequence to consider; but, whatever the case, it is clear that the number is finite. 

A processing schedule does, however, contain timetabling as well as sequencing 
information. For example, the Gantt diagram specifies a complete schedule, each block giving 
the start and finish times of a particular operation. Timetabling is process whereby we derive 
a schedule from a sequence.  

Let us pay more attention to the types of timetabling and schedules. Timetabling is called 
semi-active if in the resulting schedule does not exist an operation which could be started 
earlier without altering the processing sequence or violating the technological constraints and 
ready dates. In other words in semi-active timetabling the processing of each operation is 
started as soon as it can be. Accordingly, semi-active schedules ensure that each operation is 
started as soon as it can be, while obeying both the technological constraints and the 
processing sequence. There exist two farther classes of schedules: the active and non-delay. 

In an active schedule the processing sequence is such that no operation can be started any 
earlier without either delaying some other operation or violating the technological constraints. 
The active schedule form is a subclass of the semi-active, i.e. an active schedule is necessarily 
semi-active. 

In non-delay schedule no machine is kept idle when it could start processing some 
operation. These schedules form a sub-class of the active. So a non-delay schedule is 
necessarily active and, hence, necessarily semi-active.  

Another point of view on the classification of scheduling problem is connected with 
uncertainty of the data, which we use for composing schedule. If the number of jobs and their 
ready times are known and fixed, we call our problems static. If the processing times and all 
other parameters are known and fixed, we call our problems deterministic. Problems in 
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which jobs arrive randomly over a period of time are called dynamic. Problems in which the 
processing times etc. are uncertain are called stochastic. Usually in modern production 
systems any randomness is quite clearly insignificant, i.e. the uncertainty in the various 
quantities is several orders of magnitude less than the quantities themselves. Indeed, as 
microprocessors and industrial robots enter production lines, it is getting possible to expect a 
greater degree of certainty in processing times. 

As static and deterministic problems will be considered very carefully later let us to pay 
more attention for dynamic and stochastic scheduling problems. In these cases the new jobs 
are continually arriving; the processing times are uncertain; and our machine, may 
breakdown. 

It may be argued that uncertainty can enter a problem in two ways. Firstly, it can 
arise because of our inability to measure anything perfectly. The underlying problem may 
be deterministic in the sense that all quantities are fixed: however, the values of these 
quantities may be uncertain, in the sense that they can only be measured with error. The 
question then arises of how good our scheduling procedures are when they are based upon 
estimates of processing times, etc., rather than their actual values. Secondly uncertainty 
can arise because the quantities in a problem have an inherent variability. For instance, the 
processing times of apparently identical operations may vary considerably; we have all met 
the trivial example of an inspection plate, which may be child's play to remove on one 
occasion and infuriatingly difficult to remove on another. The distinction that we have 
made between measurement uncertainty and inherent variability is a fine one and 
methods for treating one form of uncertainty are invariably directly applicable to the 
other, and to the case where both forms co-exist within the same problem. 

The predominant theoretical approach to stochastic scheduling is that of queuing 
theory. In this the jobs are assumed to arrive in a random process, which has a statistical 
form. They then queue until their first machine is free, where upon a job is selected from 
the queue and assigned to that machine according to some predetermined priority rule or 
service discipline. The processing time of the assigned job is assumed to be a random 
variable with some distribution. Upon completion cither the job queues for processing 
on its next machine or, if all its processing has been completed, it is discharged from the 
system. The randomness in the arrival stream, the priority rule, and the randomness in 
the processing times together imply distributions of flow times for the jobs and idle times 
for the machines. From these distributions we can deduce the expected cost of a job. Our 
intention is to find a priority rule that leads to the least expected cost. Unfortunately this is a 
very difficult task. 

First, it is only possible to derive explicit expressions for the expected cost in a 
limited number of cases when the probability distributions involved have simple and 
compatible forms. When they do not, queuing theory cannot lead us to the optimal 
solution of the scheduling problem. Even when they do have suitable forms, deducing the 
optimal priority rule is very difficult. However it is fairly easy to compare the 
performance of a number of priority rules, which may have been suggested by experience, 
and then select the best of these. It is usually in this sense that queuing theory has 
provided the solution to scheduling problems. 

The possible way for solving this type of problem is simulation. This technique used to 
investigate dynamic and stochastic job-shops. Essentially one models the job-shop on a 
computer and observes its behaviour under a simulated, that is randomly generated, stream of 
job arrivals. Because the modern computer is so fast the performance of different scheduling 
systems may be compared over many 'years'.  

Let us go back and define the general job-shop problem. (see Somlo [24]) One has: 
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n jobs (J1, J2,..., Jn), to be processed on m machines (M1, M2,..., Mm). On machines we 
understand an equivalent group of machines, which can be in practice one machine, too. 
Sometimes instead of the word machine we use server. The processing of a job on a machine 
is called an operation. Technological constraints demand that each job should be processed 
through the machines in a particular order. For general job-shop problems there are no 
restrictions upon the form of the technological constraints. Each job has its own processing 
order and this may bear no relation to the processing order of any other job. However, an 
important special case arises when all the jobs share the same processing order. In such 
circumstances we say that we have a flow-shop problem (because the jobs flow between the 
machines in the same order). 

Each operation takes certain length of time, the processing time, to perform. By 
convention we include in the processing time any time required to adjust, or set up, the 
machine to process the job to the machine. The processing time is fixed and known in 
advance. 

The general problem is to find a sequence, in which the jobs pass between the machines, 
which is  

a) compatible with the technological constraints, i.e. a feasible schedule, and 
b) optimal with respect to some criterion of performance. 
 

Because the number of jobs and their ready times are known and fixed, we call our 
problems static. Because the processing times and all other parameters are known and fixed, 
we call our problems deterministic. 
 
1.2.2 Assumptions  
 

The general job-shop problem is very large. It has very many aspects inside and existing 
very many methods for solving this problem. We should determine the number of tasks, 
which are points of interest in these papers. We will make a number of assumptions, which 
limit the structure of the job-shop scheduling problem 

Let us to define some assumptions about the structure of our scheduling problem. Most of 
them are similar with assumptions from French [6], but it exists some differences. 

1. Each job is an entity. Although the job is composed of distinct operations, no two 
operations of the same job may be processed simultaneously. Thus we exclude from 
our discussion certain particular problems, e.g. those in which components are 
manufactured simultaneously prior to assembly into the finished product. 
If this assumption is dropped the resulting model allows that some operations within the 
same job may be processed simultaneously. (N.B. this simultaneous processing has 
implications for the form of the technological constraints; the operations within a job 
cannot now be ordered according to a linear network.)  

2. No pre-emption. Each operation, once started, must be completed before another 
operation may be started on that machine. It is usual assumption for production and 
manufacturing area.  
The theory of pre-emptive scheduling has been much studied, particularly in the area of 
computer scheduling for there it is common to interrupt the processing of one program to 
expedite that of another. Pre-emption brings two major advantages. Firstly, when 
choosing an operation to allocate to an idle machine, we need not worry what operations 
may become available in the near future; we simply choose from those available now 
and pre-empt the processing if a better choice becomes available later. Secondly, 
in using mathematical programming methods we can formulate the problem 
without the need for integer variables: fractions of an operation can be processed. 
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3. No cancellation. Each job must be processed to completion. From one side this 
assumption restricts our scheduling problem but from another side this restriction is 
typical for production scheduling. The technological demands do not give possibility 
for cancellation. 
There are two ways in which a job may be cancelled. Firstly, the scheduler may decide to 
cancel it and, secondly, a client may cancel the order. The first case is best dealt with 
by the choice of performance measure. The second case, in which the client may cancel a 
job, is completely different; it changes the entire nature of the scheduling problem. 
Obviously the client is not going to decide to cancel a job at a predetermined time; hence 
allowing him the option to cancel changes the deterministic scheduling problem into a 
stochastic one. 

4. The processing times are independent of the schedule. In particular it is assumed two 
things here. Firstly, each set-up time is sequence-independent, i.e. the time taken to 
adjust a machine for a job is independent of the job last processed. Secondly, the times 
to move jobs between machines are negligible. 

5. In-process inventory is allowed; i.e. jobs may wait for their next machine to be free. 
The assumption that jobs may wait between machines is unrealistic in some cases. For 
example in steel mills it is important for the processing to be continuous; otherwise the 
steel will cool and become unworkable. However, a restriction on the number of jobs 
waiting between machines can arise in other ways. For example, in scheduling programs 
on a computer there may be insufficient storage to save the output of a program in memory 
until the physical output device is free. Such problems, in which in-process inventory is 
not allowed, are called no-wait problems. 

6. There is only one of each type of machine. It is not allowed that there might be a 
choice of machines in the processing of a job. 
If we have possibility for duplicating of machines it is bring us into another area of 
theory. This problem is known as parallel machine or multiprocessor scheduling. The 
general job-shop problems involving duplicated machines are predictably very difficult to 
solve. Such problems lead, in fact, to a consideration of resource constrained scheduling. 

7. Machines may be idle. It is hard to imagine how this assumption can be dropped. 
However, we may, of course, ensure by means of an appropriate choice of performance 
measure that the idle time of some or all machines is minimized. 

8. No machine may process more than one operation at a time. If it is relaxed, we are led 
to a study of multiprocessors scheduling period. If we are prepared to admit the possibility 
of a machine breaking down then our problem becomes stochastic. However it is possible 
to consider the planned unavailability of a machine during the scheduling period either 
because it is required to process some job distinct from those to be scheduled or because 
it is required for routine maintenance. 

9. Machines never breakdown and are available throughout the scheduling period. 
10. The technological constraints are known in advance and are immutable. This 

assumption is always made except in one sense. We have considered flow-shops and job-
shops. There are also open shops. In these each job has to be processed on each machine, 
but there is no particular order to follow. Thus in open shops the schedule determines not 
only the order in which machines process the jobs, but also that in which the jobs pass 
between machines. The open-shop is not as well researched as the flow-shop and the job-
shop. 

11. There is no randomness. It mean that 
• the number of jobs is known and fixed; 
• the number of machines is known and fixed; 
• the processing times are known and fixed; 
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• the ready times are known and fixed; 
• all other quantities needed to define a particular problem are known and fixed. 

 
 
1.2.3 Performance Measures 
 

It is not easy to state the objectives in scheduling. They are numerous, complex and often 
conflicting. Let us indicate in general terms a few of the criteria by which we might judge the 
success. 

Obviously we should prefer to keep promised delivery dates. Otherwise good-will would 
be lost and there might be financial penalties as well. We should also try to minimize the 
overall length of the production, because once all the jobs have been completed the machines 
may be released for other tasks. We should try to minimize the time the time for which the 
machines are idle; idle machines mean idle capital investment. We should try to minimise 
inventory costs and by these we do not mean just the cost of storing the finished product. 
There are also the costs of storing the raw materials and any partially processed jobs that must 
be wait between machines. 

Before we can define performance measures in precise mathematical terms, we need 
some more definitions and notation.  

ri is the ready time or release date of the job with index i, i.e. the time at which job 
Ji becomes available for processing. 

τij is the processing time of job Ji. 
ddi is the due date, i.e. the promised delivery date of Ji. It is the time by which 

ideally we would like to have completed Ji
Wik is the waiting time of Ji preceding its kth operation. By kth operation we do not 

mean the one performed on machine with index k, Mk (although it may be), but 
the one that comes kth in order of processing. Thus, if the technological 
constraints demand that Ji is processed through the machines in the order Mj(1), 
Mj(2), Mj(3),… Mj(m), the kth operation oij(k), the one performed on Mj(k). So Wik is 
the time that elapses between the completion of Ji on Mj(k-1)(or rj if k=1) and the 
start of processing on Mk. 

Wi is the total waiting time of Ji. Clearly ∑
=

=
m

k
iki WW

1

)(  

Ci is completion time of Ji, i.e. the time at which processing of Ji finishes. We have 

the equality:  ∑
=

++=
m

k
kijikii pWrC

1
)( )( .

Fi is the flow time of Ji. This is defined to be the time that Ji spends in the 
workshop. Thus Fi=Ci-ri. 

Li is the lateness of Ji. This is simply the difference between its completion time 
and its due date: Li=Ci-ddi. Note that when a job is early, i.e. when it completes 
before its due date, Li is negative. It is often more use to have a variable which, 
unlike lateness, only takes non-zero values when a job is tardy, i.e. when it 
completes after its due date. Hence we also define the tardiness and, to be 
comprehensive, the earliness of a job. 

Ti is the tardiness of Ji: Ti=max{Li,0}.  
Ei is the earliness of Ji: Ei=max{-Li,0}. 

Let us mention that ready time and completion time both refer to instants in time; whereas 
processing time, waiting time, and flow time refer to intervals. 
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Let Xi be any quantity relating to Ji. Then we let ∑
=

=
n

i
iX

n
X

1

_ 1 , the average over all the 

jobs, and Xmax=max{X1, X2,… Xn,}, the maximum over all the jobs. For instance,  is the 
mean flow time and C

_

F
max is the maximum completion time. 

Next we define the idle time on machine Mj by . In order to see that this 

definition makes sense, note that C

∑
=

−=
n

i
ijj CI

1
max τ

max is the time when all processing ceases and ∑  is the 

total processing time on machine M
=

n

i
ij

1
τ

j. Their difference gives the period for which Mj is idle. 
Finally, we introduce some variables which count the number of jobs in various states at 

any given time. We let 
Nw(t) The number of jobs waiting between machines or not ready for processing at 

time t; 
Np(t) Be the number of jobs actually being processed at time t; 
Nc(t) Be the number of jobs completed by time t; and 
Nu(t) Be the number of jobs still to be completed by time t. 

Clearly we have the following identities: 

⎭
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⎫
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The average meaning for these quantities is  
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Now we are in position to define some measures of performance. 

1.2.3.1 Criteria based upon completion times 

The main criteria in this category are Fmax, Cmax, F
_

 and C
_

. Minimizing Fmax, the maximum 
flow time, is essentially saying that  a schedule’s cost is directly related to its longest job. 
Minimizing Cmax, the maximum completion time, says that the cost of a schedule depends on 
how long the processing system is devoted to the entire set of jobs. Note that in the case 
where all the ready times are zero Cmax and Fmax are identical. However, when there are non 
zero ready times, Cmax and Fmax are quite distinct. Indeed, if one job has an extremely late 
ready time, it may easily happen that the job with the shortest flow time completes at Cmax. It 
is appropriate to mention here that Cmax is also called the total production time or the make-

span. Minimizing F
_

, the mean flow-time, implies that a schedule’s cost is directly related to 
the average time it takes to process a single job. We shall find that minimizing C

_

, the mean 

completion time, is equivalent to minimizing F
_

; i.e. a schedule, which attains the minimum C
_

 
also attains the minimum. 

Some authors have considered weighted measures, which recognize that some jobs are 
more important than others. Thus they suggest that we minimize weighted averages, 

∑∑
==

n

i
ii

n

i
ii ForC

11
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where nααα ,...,, 21  and nβββ ,...,, 21  are weighting factors usually summing to 1. 
1.2.3.2 Criteria based upon due dates 

Since the cost of schedule is usually related to how much we miss target dates by, obvious 
measures of performance are L

_

, Lmax, T
_

 and Tmax; i.e. the mean lateness, the maximum 
lateness, the mean tardiness, and the maximum tardiness respectively. Minimizing either L

_

 or 
Lmax is appropriate when there is a positive reward for completing a job early, and that reward 
is larger the earlier a job is. Minimizing either T

_

 or Tmax is appropriate when early jobs bring 
no reward; there are only the penalties incurred for late jobs. 

Sometimes the penalty incurred by a late job does not depend on how late it is; a job that 
completes a minute late might just as well be a century late. In such cases, a reasonable 
objective would be to minimize nT, the number of tardy jobs, i.e. the number of jobs that 
complete after their due dates. 
 
1.2.3.3 Criteria based upon the inventory and utilization costs 

Here we might wish to minimize N
_

w, the mean number of jobs waiting for machines, or  
N
_

u, the mean number of unfinished jobs. Both of these measures are roughly related to the in-
process inventory costs. We might be more concerned with minimizing N

_

c, the mean number 
of completed jobs, because doing this will, in general, reduce the inventory costs of the 
finished goods. If our aim is to ensure the most efficient use of the machines, then we must 
chose the maximum N

_

p the mean number of jobs actually being processed at any time. 
Alternatively we might seek the objective of efficient machine use by minimizing I

_

 or Imax, the 
mean or the maximum machine idle time. (N.B. For idle times the mean and the maximum are 
taken over the machines, not the jobs.) 

Finally, we note a classification of performance measures into those that are regular and 
those that are not. A regular measure R is simply one that is non-decreasing in the completion 
times. Thus R is a function of C1, C2, . . . , Cn,  such that 
 

nn CCCCCC ′≤′≤′≤ ,...,,  211 2or  
),...,,(),...,,( 2121 nn CCCRCCCR ′′′≤  

 

The rationale underlying this definition is as follows: Suppose that we have two schedules 
such that under the first all the jobs complete no later than they do under the second. Then under a 
regular performance measure the first schedule is at least as good as the second. Note that we 
seek to minimise a regular measure of performance. 

C, Cmax, F
_

, Fma,, L
_

, Lmax T
_

, Tmax and nT are all regular measures of performance, as a number 
of simple arguments show. 

 
 

1.2.3.4 Relation between performance measures 
 

Some times it is very important for taking decision what schedule is better to compare 
performance measures of different schedules. Some of these measures are equivalent. 

Let us define that two performance measures are equivalent if a schedule, which is 
optimal with respect to one is also optimal with respect to the other and vice versa. It was 
proofed in [6], that following performance measures are the same: 
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C
_

, F
_

, W
_

, I
_ If we are choosing a schedule to minimize C we are also 

minimizing F, W, and L. Similarly minimizing F also minimizes 
C, W, and L, and so on. 

Lmax, Tmax A schedule which is optimal with respect to Lmax is also 
optimal with respect to Tmax. It does not mean that minimizing 
Tmax minimizes Lmax. 

Cmax, N
_

p, I
_ The following measures are equivalent 

N
_

u, C
_

/Cmax N
_

u and C
_

/Cmax are equivalent measures of performance. 
N
_

w, W
_

/Cmax N
_

w and W
_

/Cmax are equivalent measures of performance. 
 
 
1.2.4 Classification Of Scheduling Problems 
 

It will be convenient to have a simple notation to represent types of job-shop problems. We 
shall classify problems according to four parameters: n/m/A/B. 

n 
 

is the number of jobs. 

m is the number of machines. 
A describes the flow pattern or discipline within the machine shop. When m = 1 , A is left 

blank.  
A may be 

 
 

F for the flow-shop case, i.e. the machine order for all jobs is the same. 

 P for the permutation flow-shop case. Here not only is the machine order the same 
for all jobs, but now we also restrict the search to schedules in which the job order is 
the same for each machine. Thus a schedule is completely specified by a single 
permutation of the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n, giving the order in which the jobs are 
processed on each and every machine. 

 G the general job-shop case where there are no restrictions on the form of the 
technological constraints. 

B describes the performance measure by which the schedule is to be evaluated. It may take, 
for instance, any of the forms discussed in the previous section. 

As an example: n/2/F/Cmax is the n job, 2 machine, flow-shop problem where the aim is to 
minimize make-span. 
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1.3 APPROACHES TO SOLVE SCHEDULING PROBLEM 
  
1.3.1 Applying Heuristic Algorithms for Solving Scheduling 

Problem. 
 

The Job-Shop scheduling problem is very complicated task. It is existing very many 
methods for solving this task: Petri net, Branch and Bounds etc. . However, these methods 
require significant computing times and ask from schedulers to have very high qualification 
level. This is the reason why the heuristic methods more usable for solving real tasks. 

It is possible to classify algorithms for solving scheduling problem into three main classes 
(see Elbuzidi [38]): 

• List scheduling algorithms. These algorithms are simple to implement. Every 
operation is assigned to machine according to a chosen priority rule. 

• One-machine scheduling. Here the multi-machine task is solved by iteratively solving 
one machine scheduling problems. 

• Local search algorithms. Simulated annealing and taboo searches are among the most 
popular methods in this class. They are very simple to implement, but require often a 
huge amount of computation in order to yield a good solution. 

 
 
1.3.2 List Scheduling Algorithms 

Previous parts of this chapter describe mathematical aspects of scheduling. The rest of 
this chapter introduces how scheduling problem is solved in one of the modern commercially 
available scheduling tools. The name of this product is “Preactor” (see [32]).  

 
1.3.2.1 Algorithmic sequencing 

 
Algorithmic sequencing is a simple method for schedule construction. It is possible to 

select a job and then put each operation for that job on the planning board. (see [32]) It repeats 
this process until all jobs (and therefore, all operations) have been loaded. Each operation is 
loaded on its specified resource at the first available time slot that satisfies the constraints for 
that operation. The job-at-a-time construction process is shown in the Figure 1.5 to Figure 1.7 
below. In this example, we first load Job A, then Job B, and finally, Job C. 
 

  
Figure 1.5. Step 1: Load Job A Figure 1.6. Step 2: Load Job B 
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Figure 1.7. Step 3: Load Job C 

 
When one uses job-at-a-time sequence method, the schedule is controlled by selecting the 

order in which the jobs are loaded onto the planning board. Once a job is selected, all of its 
operations are loaded in a straightforward, unalterable way. Hence, the key to the quality of 
the schedule that is generated by the algorithmic sequencer is the rule that is used for selecting 
the job-loading order.  

There are a number of very simple heuristic rules that can be used to select the order for 
loading the jobs on the planning board. One rule that can be used for selecting the job order is 
to sort the jobs by a priority value that has been assigned to each job. Other possible sorting 
criteria are earliest due date, earliest release date, and smallest remaining slack time. None of 
these rules are optimal in a mathematical sense. Each rule represents a different strategy and 
focus in planning the jobs. For example, the priority-based rule strives to complete the most 
important jobs as soon as possible. 

In some applications, a given operation can be performed on two or more different 
resources. For example, a drilling operation might be performed on either of two drills. In 
such cases, the schedule in an algorithmic sequencer is first determined by the ordering of 
jobs, then by the rule that is used to determine to which resource a given operation is assigned 
during the loading process. Again, simple heuristic rules (e.g., assign the operation to the 
resource that will complete the operation first) can be used to determine the schedule. 
 
1.3.2.2 Reverse scheduling 

When job-at-a-time method is used one typically loads each job working forward in time 
by starting with the first operation and continuing through the last operation, it is also possible 
to use this same sequencing scheme but reverse the procedure to work backward in time. In 
this case, the sequencer begins by loading the last operation for the job to finish at its due 
date. It then continues by loading the job’s preceding operation to finish at the start time of 
the last operation. This process is continued, working backward in time, until the first 
operation for the job is loaded. At this point, the sequencer then selects a new job to load and 
repeats the entire process, again starting with the last operation and working backward in 
time. It continues in this fashion until all jobs are loaded. Figure 1.8 shows a schedule 
generated by backward sequencing Jobs A, B, and C, where the vertical line on the right 
denotes the due date for all three jobs. 
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Figure 1.8. Backward Sequencing of Jobs A, B, and C 

 
The advantage of a backward algorithmic sequencing is that it always generates a 

schedule that has no late jobs. However, the schedule may require start times that are 
unfeasible; that is, the jobs must start before the current time. In essence, a forward job-at-a-
time sequencing fixes the start times for a job and determines the end times (which may 
violate the due dates), whereas a backward job-at-a-time sequencer fixes the end times and 
determines the start times.  

Although the idea of constructing a schedule that has no late jobs is appealing, backward 
sequencing has some practical limitations, even in cases where a feasible solution is 
generated. Backward scheduling shifts all jobs to the right on the planning board so that they 
start as late as possible while still meeting the due date. This means that there is no time 
buffer in the system and any disruptions that occur (machine breakdowns, late material 
arrivals, etc.) will typically create late jobs. In addition, by postponing the use of our available 
capacity and waiting until the last minute to start each job, we give up the opportunity to 
consider additional jobs that may arrive later and need to be added to the schedule. For these 
reasons, many schedulers prefer a forward sequencer. 

There is also a tendency for backward sequencing to produce lower resources utilization. 
If you consider the example in Figure 1-8, a gap has been left between operations A-10 and 
B-20 on Resource 1. It is likely that the gap is too small to be filled by operations loaded later 
in the sequencing process, resulting in lower utilization. If the work had been forward 
sequenced the gap would have been at the end of B-20 (i.e. added to the as yet unused pool of 
capacity), making it available to other operations of any duration.  For these reasons, many 
planners prefer a forward sequencer. 

It is also possible to use an algorithmic sequencing in a bi-directional mode. In this case, 
we select an operation somewhere in the middle of the job sequence and schedule the 
remaining operations using forward sequencing and the preceding operations using backward 
sequencing. This is useful in cases where we have an available time slot on a critical, highly-
utilized resource and we want to assign an operation to this critical resource and then load its 
upstream and downstream operations around this operation. We can accomplish this by fixing 
the operation on the critical resource and bi-directionally sequencing the remaining operations 
for this job. 
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1.3.3 Simulation-Based Sequencing 
 

A scheduling problem can be solved by using the so-called simulation-based sequencing 
algorithm. In contrast to the algorithmic sequencing, the simulation-based sequencing selects 
and loads an operation at a time. By loading individual operations rather than entire jobs, the 
simulation-based sequence algorithm has finer control over the way the operations are loaded 
onto the planning board. This operation-at-a-time loading is the key to the added flexibility in 
schedule generation using the simulation-based sequencer. 

A second fundamental difference between the algorithmic and simulation-based 
sequencer is that the simulation-based sequencer constructs the schedule in a single time pass 
by moving forward from one event time to the next. The simulation-based sequencer begins at 
the current time and loads all operations that can start now. Note that these operations don’t 
come from a single job as in the case of the job-at-a-time sequencer, but can be taken from the 
entire set of jobs. Once all operations that can start at this event time have been loaded, the 
simulation-based sequencer advances time to the next event e.g., the first completion time for 
any operation on the planning board. In this case, a busy resource has just changed to idle; 
hence, the simulation-based sequencer attempts to load additional operations at this new event 
time. The simulation-based sequencer continues in this fashion, advancing time forward to the 
next event time and loading additional operations as resources become idle until all operations 
have been loaded. 

The following set of figures, Figure 1.9 to Figure 1.13, illustrate the simulation-based 
construction process. In each of the figures, the vertical line denotes the current value of 
simulated time. 

  
Figure 1.9. Step 1: Load Operation A-10 and 

B-10 
Figure 1.10. Step 2: Load Operation C-10 

 
Figure 1.11. Step 3: Load Operation A-20 Figure 1.12. Step 4: Load Operation B-20 
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Figure 1.13. Step 5: Load Operation C-20 

 
The first step in the simulation-based sequencer is to load all operations that can begin at 

the current time. In this example, Operation 10 for Job A (A-10) can be loaded on Resource 1, 
and Operation 10 for Job B (B-10) can be loaded on Resource 2 (Figure 1.9). Next, the 
simulated time is advanced to the ending time of Operation A-10, and Operation C-10 is then 
loaded on Resource 1 (Figure 1.10). Next, simulated time is advanced to the end of Operation 
B-10, and Operation A-20 is loaded on Resource 2 (Figure 1.11). Next, simulated time is 
advanced to the end of Operation C-10, and Operation B-20 is loaded on Resource 1 (Figure 
1.12). Next, simulated time is advanced to the end of Operation B-20. Since no further 
operations remain to be loaded on Resource 1, simulated time is advanced to the end of 
Operation A-20 where the final operation, C-20, is loaded on Resource 2 (Figure 1.13). 

In contrast to the algorithmic sequencing, the simulation-based sequence method only 
moves time forward. It only advances time forward once all operations that are to be loaded at 
that time have been loaded. Hence, the simulation-based sequencer temporarily stops time and 
examines the entire job set, advancing to the next event time once all operations have been 
loaded. The algorithmic sequencer, on the other hand, is constantly moving back and forth in 
time as it loads all operations for each job. It starts at the current time and goes forward in 
time loading all operations for this first job. It then goes back again to the current time and 
again moves forward in time loading all operations for the second job. It continues in this 
fashion, moving forward and backward in time, until all jobs are fully loaded on the planning 
board. Hence, the algorithmic sequencer fixes a job and works across time, advancing to the 
next job once all operations have been loaded. 

Usually we apply dispatching rules for control of the schedule, which select the next 
operation to load. Typical heuristic rules are (see [27]) FIFO, SLACK, shortest setup time, 
shortest processing time, etc.  

Although the loading concepts employed by the simulation based sequencing provide 
great flexibility in schedule generation, the effective use of this flexibility is influenced by the 
dispatching rules chosen to select the next job for the resource from the queue of work 
waiting to be processed 

There are disadvantages in using a simulation-based algorithm as well. An example 
would be to use a dispatching rule that minimizes lateness, such as ‘critical ratio’, where 
selection of operations would be based on the remaining operation time compared to the 
delivery time.  In this situation, if capacity is a problem, a simulation-based algorithm would 
tend to minimize total lateness of all the jobs but you would have a higher number of late jobs 
(i.e. a large number of slightly late jobs). An algorithmic sequence method using the due date 
priority option would produce fewer late jobs (i.e. a small number of very late jobs).  In this 
situation the user could focus attention more easily on those jobs that are predicted to be late. 

An algorithmic sequence method can also control some process parameters more 
effectively than a simulation-based algorithm. For example in many food and process 
industries it is often a requirement to control the timework waits between process steps (food 
can go off). Because an algorithmic sequence method loads a complete order at a time it can 
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easily check if the intervals between the operations are correct, and adjust them if required. 
The simulation-based schedule has less control because when it loads the first operation it 
does not know when the next operation will be loaded. Later, when the next operation is 
loaded, it may not be possible to move the first operation because other work has been loaded 
in between. 

In general, a simulation-based solution will generate a schedule with higher resource 
utilization and a shorter overall schedule span than an algorithmic sequencing, but at the 
expense of higher work in progress. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION (DES) AND IT’S 

APPLICATION FOR MANUFACTURING. 
 

2.1 ANALYSIS TOOLS 
 

A very successful aid for planning a manufacturing system and its operations is 
simulation. For long time, industry viewed simulation as a very exotic tool only useful for 
academic studies, because simulation systems were difficult to apply and needed a powerful 
computer (see [39]). However, in recent years, the situation has changed drastically. 
Simulation systems were augmented with user-oriented interfaces, and powerful desktop 
workstations were developed. In addition, a network was provided, allowing the 
interconnection of workstations and providing ties to larger computers. 

According to work [17] it can be said that the engineer builds a mathematical or graphical 
model of the process he wants to study with the computer-supported simulation and observes 
its behaviour. The output is either a report or animated pictorials on a graphic display. Thus, 
the engineer is able to investigate various manufacturing operations without a physical set-up 
of machines and processes. The model usually contains only the essential parts of the process, 
which are to be investigated. Thus, the building and execution of the model can be greatly 
accelerated. It is possible to investigate quickly various manufacturing runs and 
manufacturing alternatives with the model. It is also possible to simplify the speed up or slow 
down of a manufacturing run and to take a macroscopic or microscopic view of the process. 
Furthermore, disturbances can be introduced and their effects observed. 

A simulation can also be used for controlling a manufacturing process. In this case, the 
model is operated in parallel to the production system, and the plant parameters are identified 
and used by the model according to an algorithmic or search-oriented optimisation strategy to 
produce the set point parameters of the process. 

This chapter consists of two parts. In the first part the author outlines the 
application of simulation for manufacturing systems. In the second part we considered 
discrete event simulation.  
 
 
2.2 SIMULATION IN MANUFACTURING. 

 
The manufacturing systems are one of the largest application area of simulation and 

modelling. One can use simulation for analysing and making decision about the quality of 
production systems, use it for optimising of used control strategy etc. As it was published in 
Anufriev, Lipovszki [40], from practical point of view we can classify all manufacturing 
tasks, which we can solve by simulation, into two big categories. The first category is 
connected with manufacturing system and manufacturing facilities planning. In this case we 
can manipulate with the number of equipment, kind of equipment, configuration of equipment 
in the work-shop … . The second category is connected with the manufacturing production 
planning and evaluation of this process. It is possible to find the best scheduling or control 
strategies by applying simulation. This is the use of simulation in manufacturing production 
planning. 
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2.2.1 Facilities Planning 

 
Often, when developing the objectives for a simulation project, the customer asks to 

answer questions of the form: What is the best buffer configuration? What is the lowest cost 
solution that meets the minimum requirements of the system? How many material handling 
devices are needed?  

One of the greatest overall benefits of using simulation in a manufacturing environment is 
that it allows a manager or engineer to obtain a system-wide view of the effect of “local” 
changes to the manufacturing system. If a change is made at a particular workstation, its 
impact on the performance of this station may be predictable. On the other hand, it may be 
difficult, if not impossible, to determine ahead of time the impact of this change on the 
performance of the overall system. In addition to the above general benefit of simulation, 
there are a number of specific potential benefits from using simulation for manufacturing 
analyses (see [15]), including: 
• Reduced capital requirements (land, buildings, machines, etc.) or operating expenses 
• Insurance that a proposed system design will, in fact, operate as expected 
• Increased utilizations of machines or workers 
• Reduced in-process inventories of parts 
• Increased throughput (parts produced per unit of time)  
• Increased on-time deliveries of products to customers 

Mainly, one uses simulation tools to analyse the system and results of the changes that we 
want to do. All manufacturing issues are connected with finding or prediction possible 
bottlenecks in the system. Some of the manufacturing issues, which can be solved by 
simulation, are outlined in Table 2.1 . 

Accordingly with [17] there are three main disadvantages when using the simulation 
models: statistical variability, model complexity, and run time. 

 Most simulation models contain one or more sources of randomness. This naturally leads 
to variation in the output. This variability can cause an optimization algorithm to be 
"mislead". Multiple replications and variance reduction techniques can reduce the potential 
effects, but never totally eliminate it from being an issue. This is reason why most experiment 
on DES models give answer on solving question with some percent probability. 

There are several dimensions to the model complexity issue. One is that more complex 
models tend to take a significant amount of CPU time to run (minutes, hours or even days). A 
second dimension is that complex models may "lock-up" or fail to complete under certain 
combinations of input parameters.  

The solution time of optimization problems in general are related to several factors 
including: number of variables, types of variables (discrete or continuous), number of 
constraints on the solution space, type of constraints (simple bounds, linear, or non-linear), 
and type of objective function (linear, quadratic, or non-linear). 

Table 2.1. Manufacturing facilities issues. 

Manufacturing Issues  Simulation Application 

Issues connected with planning of production 
support equipment. 

It is possible to determine number, type, and 
physical arrangement of carts, forklift trucks, 
automated guided vehicles, conveyors, and 
other support equipment (e.g., pallets and 
fixtures) 
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Issues connected with configuration of 
equipment at the workshop.  

It is possible to find the most appropriate 
location of machine tools and buffers and 
reduce size of inventory buffers and “work in 
process” time. 

Issues connected with evaluation of a 
possible changes when start to produce new 
products.  
 

The simulation gives possibility to find out 
about ability to realize task on existing 
equipment and/or to find out what new 
equipment should be purchased before 
starting of production. 

Issues connected with evaluation of the effect 
of new equipment on existing manufacturing 
line. 

It is possible to choose the most effective 
equipment and see result of local changes of 
all system. In this case the simulation model 
can help to avoid all undesirable effects. 

 
 
2.2.2 Simulation of Manufacturing System Actions 

 
One of the most important tasks in this category is evaluating of operational procedures 

like planning and scheduling. In the literature (see [17]) the special simulation tools are called 
as Simulation Based Advanced Planning and Scheduling tools (APS). 

They allow manufacturers to determine the number of resources they will need 
(planning), and what those resources should work on next (scheduling). Some tasks are shown 
in the Table 2.2 .  

Table 2.2. Manufacturing Actions Issues 

Manufacturing Actions Issues Simulation Application 

Issues connected with production scheduling  The simulation gives possibility for 
evaluating proposed policies for dispatching 
orders to the shop floor, choosing batch sizes, 
loading parts at a work station, and 
sequencing of parts through the work stations 
in the system 

Issues connected with control strategies of 
support equipment 
 

It is possible to apply different control 
strategies for a conveyor system or an 
automated guided vehicle system (AGV). 
Manufacturers can choose the most 
advantages strategy on the base of simulation 
results. 

 
APS tools based on simulation can give an accurate picture of how a factory will operate 

given a specified equipment set, product mix, and loading. Inputs to the model include 
number of types of machines and operators, shift and downtime schedules, product routing 
and setup requirements, and customer orders to be completed. 

Outputs of scheduling model part include the utilization of equipment and storage areas, 
throughput and cycle time, and ability to meet due dates on customer orders. APS models help 
planners and schedulers to do their jobs better by providing an accurate representation of the 
actual facility. Because most production systems are vital to company success, and should not 
be interrupted, experimentation with the actual system is not possible. APS models allow 
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operations personnel to better understand their manufacturing operation, helping them get 
more benefits of their resources. This gives possibility to reduce cycle time and to achieve 
higher levels of throughput without purchasing new equipment or having their operators 
overwork. 

APS is applied in the long-range operations planning and short interval scheduling of the 
facility using discrete event simulation. This means that APS tools can use the system to 
determine what piece of equipment should work tomorrow, next week, and next month. The 
disadvantages of APS include: 

• Data requirements - need a lot of data to be useful 
• Effort to build an accurate model sometimes representing decision making 

logic can be difficult 
• Run time performance - with large, sophisticated APS models, run time can be 

an issue. You have to get results from the model in order to do useful work 
with it. 

APS usually helps to production planners and schedulers to perform their job more 
quickly and with greater accuracy. 
 
 
2.3 OVERVIEW OF DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION. 
 
2.3.1 Introduction 

 
Choosing a modelling approach instead (see [25]) of conducting real experiments does 

not automatically mean a choice for simulation on the contrary. When one is able to build a 
mathematical model, then this must be given preference. It is possible to realize only if the 
relationships that compose the model are simple enough. It may use mathematical methods 
(such as algebra, calculus, or probability theory) to obtain exact information on questions of 
interests; this is called analytic solution.  

Most of real world systems are too complex to allow realistic models to be evaluated 
analytically. So these models must be studied by simulation.  

In simulation, one uses computers to evaluate the model performance numerically, and 
data are gathered in order to estimate the desired behaviour of the model.  

Analysing the large amount of literature (for example [1],[3], [4], [22]) we can say that 
reasons for choosing to work with models rather than experimenting are usually based on cost 
aspects. Other reasons also come to mind, for example safety or the timespan of an 
experiment. Simulation should be used in those cases also when an experiment in reality is 
impossible or undesirable to perform. 

 
2.3.2 Modelling and Simulation 
 

Figure 2.1 shows a conceptual framework for the modelling and simulation enterprise (see 
[22]). The real system, regarded as a source of behavioural data, is some part of the real world 
of interest. The model is a set of instructions for generating behavioural data of the form of 
plots of X(variable of interest) against T(time). The modelling relation, linking real system 
and model, concerns how well the model represents the system. The simulator exercises the 
model's instructions to generate its behaviour. The simulation relation, which links model and 
simulator, concerns how faithfully the simulator can carry out the instructions of the model. 
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Figure 2.1. Modelling and simulation enterprise 

 
 

2.3.3 Definition of Simulation 
 
Simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system over time 

(see [14]). It is an indispensable problem-solving methodology for the solution of many real-
world problems. Simulation is used to describe and analyse the behaviour of a system, ask 
“what if ” questions about the real system, and aid in the design of real systems. Both existing 
and conceptual systems can be modelled with simulation. The simulation models (see [23]) 
may adopt a large number of forms: 

• A single, large, relatively static model that serves over a protracted period of use, e.g. 
a weather simulation.  

• A single model, which evolves rapidly during experimentation for system design or 
optimization, e.g. a cache model.  

• A model, which consists of a synthesis of results from several existing models in an 
effort to answer questions on a metasystem level.  

• Models used for analysis.  
• Models used to animate and visualize systems.  
• Models used to provide an interactive training environment.  
• Models used to stimulate hardware prior to operational deployment.  
• Models used for real-time decision support.  
• Models, which provide various combinations of the above.  

Based on the taxonomy given in [23], computer simulation may be divided into three 
categories: (1) Monte Carlo, (2) continuous, and (3) discrete event. Monte Carlo simulation 
is a method by which an inherently non-probabilistic problem is solved by a stochastic 
process; the explicit representation of time is not required. In a continuous simulation, the 
variables within the simulation are continuous functions, e.g. a system of differential 
equations. If value changes to program variables occur at precise points in simulation time 
(i.e. the variables are “piecewise linear”'), the simulation is discrete event. Three related forms 
of simulation are commonly used in the literature. A combined simulation refers generally to 
a simulation that has both discrete event and continuous components. Hybrid simulation 
refers to the use of an analytical sub model within a discrete event model.  
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2.3.4 The Types of Mathematical Models 

 
There are several types of mathematical models (see [22]) in terms of time and states 

shown in Table 2.3.  A continuous state variable changes over continuous time in continuous 
models, while discrete state variables range over discrete time in digital models. Continuous 
models are represented through sets of differential equations, and discrete time models 
through sets of difference equations. Qualitative models are continuous time models in which 
dependent variables are discredited. Sampled data models use continuous state variables over 
discrete time. Digital models can be represented through finite state machines. 

Discrete event models which use continuous state and continuous time axis differ from 
continuous models by the fact that only a finite number of state changes may occur within 
finite time interval depending on instantaneous "events".  

Table 2.3.  Mathematical models in terms of time and states 

                  Characteristics 
Types of models 

Mathematical Formalism 
 And Application Area 

 
  Time 

 
   States 

Continuous Models Differential Equation 
Analog Circuits Continuous Continuous 

Discrete Event Models Distributed Systems Continuous Continuous 

Sampled Data Models Difference Equations 
Digital Signal Processing  Discrete Continuous 

Qualitative Models Artificial Intelligence Continuous  Symbolic 

Digital Models State Machine 
Digital Circuits  Discrete  Discrete 

 

2.3.5 Discrete Event System 
 
Discrete-event simulation models contrasted with other types of models (see [14]) such as 

mathematical models, descriptive models, statistical models, and input-output models. A 
discrete-event model attempts to represent the components of a system and their interactions 
to such an extent that the objectives of the study are met. Most mathematical, statistical, and 
input-output models represent a system's inputs and outputs explicitly, but represent the 
internals of the model with mathematical or statistical relationships. 

Discrete-event models are dynamic, i.e., the passage of time plays a crucial role. Most 
mathematical and statistical models are static in that they represent a system at a fixed point in 
time. Consider the annual budget of a firm. This budget resides in a spreadsheet. Changes can 
be made in the budget and the spreadsheet can be recalculated, but the passage of time is 
usually not a critical issue. 

An event is usually a specific action (see [22]) such as customer arrival, a system going 
down, a stone hitting a window. Events occur instantaneously, and cause transitions from one 
state to another. The discrete event system is driven by events, and a typical example of 
discrete system is a queuing system shown as Figure 2.2 . 

Customers come in the queue randomly through an input port, and go out to an output 
port after the amount of time delayed in the queue. The state which is the number of 
customers in the queue will be changed by incoming customers (input events) or outgoing 
customers (output event). The behaviour of a state transition function is to just add one when a 
customer comes in, or to delete one when a customer goes out from the system. 
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Figure 2.2. An example of discrete event system: a queuing system. 
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2.3.6 Discrete Event Simulation Terminology 

 
There are several underlying concepts of simulation (see [14], [23]). These include system 

and model, events, system state variables, entities and attributes, list processing, activities and 
delays.  

• A system is a part of the world which we choose to regard as a whole, separated 
from the rest of the world for some period of consideration, a whole which we 
choose to consider as containing a collection of components, each characterized by 
a selected set of data items and patterns, and by actions which may involve itself [a 
component] and other components (see [23]). 

The system may be real or imagined and may receive input from, and/or produce output 
for, its environment. 

• A model is a representation of an actual system. Immediately, there is a concern 
about the limits or boundaries of the model that supposedly represent the system. 
The model should be complex enough to answer the questions raised, but not too 
complex. 

A model is comprised of objects and the relationships among objects. An object is 
anything characterized by one or more attributes to which values are assigned. The values 
assigned to attributes may conform to an attribute typing similar to that of conventional high 
level programming languages. 

 On the base [14], [16] it is possible to introduce the following discrete event 
simulation terminology: 

• Entities and attributes. An entity represents an object that requires explicit 
definition. An entity can be dynamic in that it "moves" through the system, or it 
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can be static in that it serves other entities. In the example, the customer is a 
dynamic entity, whereas the bank teller is a static entity. 

An entity may have attributes that pertain to that entity alone. Thus, 
attributes should be considered as local values. In the example, an attribute of the 
entity could be the time of arrival. Attributes of interest in one investigation may 
not be of interest in another investigation. Thus, if red parts and blue parts are 
being manufactured, the colour could be an attribute. However, if the time in the 
system for all parts is of concern, the attribute of colour may not be of importance. 
From this example, it can be seen that many entities can have the same attribute or 
attributes (i.e., more than one part may have the attribute “red”). 

 
• Consider an event as an occurrence that changes the state of the system. In the 

example, events include the arrival of a customer for service at the bank, the 
beginning of service for a customer, and the completion of a service.  

There are both internal and external events, also called endogenous and 
exogenous events, respectively. For example, an endogenous event in the example 
is the beginning of service of the customer since that is within the system being 
simulated. An exogenous event is the arrival of a customer for service since that 
occurrence is outside of the simulation. However, the arrival of a customer for 
service impinges on the system, and must be taken into consideration. 

• Resources: A resource is an entity that provides service to dynamic entities. The 
resource can serve one or more than one dynamic entity at the same time, i.e., 
operate as a parallel server. A dynamic entity can request one or more units of a 
resource. If denied, the requesting entity joins a queue, or takes some other action 
(i.e., diverted to another resource, ejected from the system). (Other terms for 
queues include files, chains, buffers, and waiting lines.) If permitted to capture the 
resource, the entity remains for a time then releases the resource. 

There are many possible states of the resource. Minimally, these states are 
idle and busy. But other possibilities exist including failed, blocked, or starved. 

• Activities and Delays. An activity is duration of time whose duration is known 
prior to commencement of the activity. Thus, when the duration begins, its end can 
be scheduled. The duration can be a constant, a random value from a statistical 
distribution, the result of an equation, input from a file, or computed based on the 
event state. For example, a service time may be a constant 10 minutes for each 
entity; it may be a random value from an exponential distribution with a mean of 
10 minutes; it could be 0.9 times a constant value from clock time 0 to clock time 
4 hours, and 1.1 times the standard value after clock time 4 hours; or it could be 10 
minutes when the preceding queue contains at most four entities and 8 minutes 
when there are five or more in the preceding queue. 

A delay is an indefinite duration that is caused by some combination of 
system conditions. When an entity joins a queue for a resource, the time that it will 
remain in the queue may be unknown initially since that time may depend on other 
events that may occur. An example of another event would be the arrival of a rush 
order that pre-empts the resource. When the pre-empt occurs, the entity using the 
resource relinquishes its control instantaneously. Another example is a failure-
necessitating repair of the resource. 
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of Event, Activity and Process. 

Discrete-event simulations contain activities that cause time to advance. Most discrete-event 
simulations also contain delays as entities wait. The beginning and ending of an activity or 
delay is an event. The illustration of event process is shown on Figure 2.3. 
 
 
2.3.7 Advantages and Disadvantages of Simulation 

 
As every method in the world the simulation has advantages and disadvantages. 

Accordingly with J.Bank [14] the advantages of simulation is: 
Choose Correctly. Simulation lets you test every aspect of a proposed change or addition 

without committing resources to their acquisition. This is critical, because once the hard 
decisions have been made, the bricks have been laid, or the material-handling systems have 
been installed, changes and corrections can be extremely expensive. Simulation allows you to 
test your designs without committing resources to acquisition. 

Time Compression and Expansion. By compressing or expanding time simulation 
allows you to speed up or slow down phenomena so that you can thoroughly investigate them. 
You can examine an entire shift in a matter of minutes if you desire, or you can spend two 
hours examining all the events that occurred during one minute of simulated activity. 

Understand "Why?". Managers often want to know why certain phenomena occur in a 
real system. With simulation, you determine the answer to the "why" questions by 
reconstructing the scene and taking a microscopic examination of the system to determine 
why the phenomenon occurs. You cannot accomplish this with a real system because you 
cannot see or control it in its entirety. 

Explore Possibilities. One of the greatest advantages of using simulation software is that 
once you have developed a valid simulation model, you can explore new policies, operating 
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procedures, or methods without the expense and disruption of experimenting with the real 
system. Modifications are incorporated in the model, and you observe the effects of those 
changes on the computer rather than the real system. 

Diagnose Problems. The modern factory floor or service organization is very complex--
so complex that it is impossible to consider all the interactions taking place in one given 
moment. Simulation allows you to better understand the interactions among the variables that 
make up such complex systems. Diagnosing problems and gaining insight into the importance 
of these variables increases your understanding of their important effects on the performance 
of the overall system. 

The last three claims can be made for virtually all modelling activities, queuing, linear 
programming, etc. However, with simulation the models can become very complex and, thus, 
have a higher fidelity, i.e., they are valid representations of reality. 

Identify Constraints. Production bottlenecks give manufacturers headaches. It is easy to 
forget that bottlenecks are an effect rather than a cause. However, by using simulation to 
perform bottleneck analysis, you can discover the cause of the delays in work-in-process, 
information, materials, or other processes. 

Develop Understanding. Many people operate with the philosophy that talking loudly, 
using computerized layouts, and writing complex reports convinces others that a 
manufacturing or service system design is valid. In many cases these designs are based on 
someone's thoughts about the way the system operates rather than on analysis. Simulation 
studies aid in providing understanding about how a system really operates rather than 
indicating an individual's predictions about how a system will operate. 

Visualize the Plan. Taking your designs beyond CAD drawings by using the animation 
features offered by many simulation packages allows you to see your facility or organization 
actually running. Depending on the software used, you may be able to view your operations 
from various angles and levels of magnification, even 3-D. This allows you to detect design 
flaws that appear credible when seen just on paper on in a 2-D CAD drawing. 

Build Consensus. Using simulation to present design changes creates an objective 
opinion. You avoid having inferences made when you approve or disapprove of designs 
because you simply select the designs and modifications that provided the most desirable 
results, whether it be increasing production or reducing the waiting time for service. In 
addition, It is much easier to accept reliable simulation results, which have been modelled, 
tested, validated, and visually represented, instead of one person's opinion of the results that 
will occur from a proposed design. 

Prepare for Change. We all know that the future will bring change. Answering all of the 
"what-if' questions is useful for both designing new systems and redesigning existing systems. 
Interacting with all those involved in a project during the problem-formulation stage gives you 
an idea of the scenarios that are of interest. Then you construct the model so that it answers 
questions pertaining to those scenarios. What if demand for service increases by 10 percent'' 
What if....? The options are unlimited. 

Wise Investment. The typical cost of a simulation study is substantially less than 1% of 
the total amount being expended for the implementation of a design or redesign. Since the 
cost of a change or modification to a system after installation is so meat, simulation is a wise 
investment. 

Specify Requirements. Simulation can be used to specify requirements for a system 
design. For example, the specifications for a particular type of machine in a complex system 
to achieve a desired goal may be unknown. By simulating different capabilities for the 
machine, the requirements can be established. 

The disadvantages of simulation include the following:  
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Model Building Requires Special Training. It is an art that is learned over time and 

through experience. Furthermore, if two models of the same system are constructed by two 
competent individuals, they may have similarities, but it is highly unlikely that they will be 
the same. 

Simulation Results May Be Difficult to Interpret. Since most simulation outputs are 
essentially random variables (they are usually based on random inputs), it may be hard to 
determine whether an observation is a result of system interrelationships or randomness. 

Simulation Modelling and Analysis Can Be Time Consuming and Expensive. 
Skimping on resources for modelling and analysis may result in a simulation model and/or 
analysis that is not sufficient to the task. 

Simulation May Be Used Inappropriately. Simulation is used in some cases when an 
analytical solution is possible, or even preferable. This is particularly true in the simulation of 
some waiting lines where closed-form queuing models are available, at least for long-run 
evaluation. 

In defence of simulation, these four disadvantages, respectively, can be offset as follows: 
Simulators. Vendors of simulation soft-ware have been actively developing packages that 

contain models that only need input data for their operation. Such models have the generic tag 
“simulators” or templates. 

Output Analysis. Most simulation-software vendors have developed output-analysis 
capabilities within their packages for performing very extensive analysis. This reduces the 
computational requirements on the part of the user, although they still must understand the 
analysis procedure. 

Faster and Faster. Simulation can be performed faster today than yesterday, and even 
faster tomorrow. This is attributable to the advances in hardware that permit rapid running of 
scenarios. It is also attributable to the advances in many simulation packages. For example, 
many simulation software products contain constructs for modelling material handling using 
transporters such as conveyors, and automated guided vehicles. 

Limitations of Closed-Form Models. Closed-form models are not able to analyse most 
of the complex systems that are encountered in practice. In nearly eight years of consulting 
practice, not one problem was encountered that could have been solved by a closed-form 
solution. 
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3.1. THE NATURE OF HYBRID DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
 

The hybrid dynamical systems are those that contain discrete and continuous dynamics. 
These systems typically contain variables that take values from a continuous set (usually, the 
set of real numbers) and also variables that take values from a discrete set (e.g., the set of 
symbols {q1, q2, … qn} ). 

Savkin in work [12] enumerated several examples of hybrid dynamical systems. One 
well-known example of a hybrid system is a dynamical system described by a set of ordinary 
differential equations with discontinuous or multi-valued right-hand sides. Such mathematical 
models can be used to describe various engineering systems with relays, switchers, and 
hysteresis. 

In the linear control area, typical example of hybrid system is that which is created when 
a continuous time plant described by differential equations is controlled by a digital regulator 
described by difference equations. These types of systems are studied in modern control 
engineering courses under the name of computer-controlled systems or sampled-data systems. 

A typical hybrid system is a logical discrete-event decision-making controller interacting 
with a continuous-time process. This model can be used to accurately describe a wide rage of 
real-time industrial processes and their associated supervisory control and monitoring 
systems. A simple example is a home climate-control system. Due to its on-off nature, the 
thermostat is modelled as discrete-event system, whereas the furnace and air conditioner are 
modelled as continuous-time systems. Some other instances of such systems include 
automotive power train systems, computer disc drives, robotic systems, automotive engine 
management, high-level flexible manufacturing systems, intelligent vehicle/high way 
systems, sea/air traffic management, modern spacecraft control systems, job scheduling, 
interconnected power systems, chemical processes etc.  

In this work we have deal with application of hybrid dynamical approach to solving a 
manufacturing scheduling problem. 

 
 

3.2. SWITCHED SERVER SYSTEM 
 
The research work of this dissertation has been motivated by two very interesting 

scientific results. One of them deals with the discrete control of a continuous variable system 
introduced in the paper [11] by Chase, Serrano, and Ramadge. This work exhibits what may 
be regarded as two extremes of complexity of the behaviour of hybrid dynamical systems: one 
is eventually periodic, and the other is chaotic. They are of interest in their own right but have 
also been used to model certain aspects of flexible manufacturing systems [12]. Savkin in the 
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work [12] developed qualitative theory of hybrid dynamical systems. In this section, we 
describe the theoretical background of hybrid dynamical systems applied to manufacturing. 

This approach gives possibility to use all power of hybrid system theory for solving 
scheduling problem of Flexible Manufacturing Systems. 

 
 

3.2.1. Switched Flow System 
 

In this section, let me describe these two examples following [11] and [12]. There are two 
examples of discrete control of a continuous variable system.  

S

z1

z2 z3

rc
1 rc

2 rc
3

 
Figure 3.1. The switched server system with three buffers 

 
Example 1: A switched server system 
 

Consider a system consisting of three buffers and one server (see Figure 3.1). We refer to 
the contents of buffers as "work"; it will be convenient to think of work as a fluid, and a 
buffer as a tank. However, in manufacturing applications, work can represent a continuous 
approximation to the discrete flow of parts in a flexible manufacturing system. Work arrives 
to the buffer i at a constant rate 0<rc

j<1. The server removes work from a selected buffer at 
the unit rate. We assume that the system is closed, so that 

rc
1+rc

2+rc
3=1. 

The location of the server is a discrete control variable, and may be selected using a feedback 
policy. The location of the server is selected based on quantized observation of the state, and 
the movement of the server is triggered by a “discrete event” . 

Accordingly with Matveev Savkin [12] this system can be described as a set of logic-
differential equations. Indeed, let Q:={ql, q2, q3} where ql, q2, q3 are symbols. The discrete 
state qi where i =1, 2, 3 corresponds to the case when the server is removing work from the 
buffer i, and the discrete state variable q(t)∈Q describes the state of the server at time t. Let 
zi(t) be the amount of work in the buffer i at time t, and let 
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The state of the system at time t can be described by the pair [z(t), q(t)]. Furthermore, 
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Then the above switched server system can be described by the following logic-differential 
equation: 

if q(t)=qi then z’(t)=a(qi). 3.0

The server applies Clear The Largest Buffer Level Switching Policy. This policy is outlined 
below in this chapter. 
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Figure 3.2. The switched arrival system with three buffers. 

 
 
Example 2: A switched arrival system 
 

Like the switched server system, the second system to be considered consists of three 
buffers and one server (see Figure 3.2). However, work is removed from the buffer i at a 
given constant rate pi>0. To compensate, the server delivers material to any selected buffer at 
the unit rate. As in the previous example, the location of the server is a control variable that 
can be chosen using a feedback policy. Again, we assume that the system is closed, i.e. 

p1+p2+p3=1. 

Introduce the following vectors: 
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Then this system can be described by the equation (3.0). The control policies that have 

been taking into consideration in Matveev Savkin [12] consist in switching the server to an 
empty buffer when some buffer becomes empty. 
 

In our work only the first example is essential. The switched server system is used as 
application base for applying hybrid dynamical approach for manufacturing scheduling 
problem. 

 

3.3. CONTINUOUS CALCULATION AND DISCRETE 
NATURE OF PRODUCTION 

 
Let us define conditions when Hybrid Dynamical Approach can be easily applied for 

manufacturing scheduling tasks.  
In the first publications of HDA the following formulation of applicability for this method 

was given. The HDA can be applied for scheduling of manufacturing process when the time 
of a production is long enough and manufacturing system should produce high number of 
parts (HNP). Perkins and Kumar [10] investigated behaviours of HDA when time of 
production process is t→∞ and number of parts N is high enough (ideally N→∞).  

Later, Somlo [24] suggested to understand under the high number several hundreds, 
several thousand or more parts (sometime less). It was suggested that the character of 
manufacturing depends not only on the number but on “size” of parts, too (the meaning of 
“size” here is the volume, the complication, etc.).  

Under the HNP one can understand a case when the number of routs (or part types) is 
much smaller then number of jobs (parts). This is so-called high volume job shop problem 
(see Weiss G. [47]; Boudoukh, T., Penn, M. and Weiss, G. [48]; Dai, J.G., Weiss, G. [49]). 

The author of this thesis made simulation investigations, which shows that assumptions of 
Somlo [24] are correct. The descriptions of experiments and results are introduced in the 
Chapter 5. 

We suppose that dispatching rule for server is Clear the Largest Buffer policy (or its 
differences like Clear the Largest Work). It means that server start to work from the Buffer Bi 
and working from this buffer till this buffer getting empty. Let us call the process of clearing a 
buffer as a “Clearing process”. Any time when the server starts to produce new part-type it is 
need time, which is called as set-up time.  

The simulation investigation (made by the author of this thesis) have shown that HDA is 
easily applied if set-up time value is equal or has the same order with processing time of the 
server for one part.  

In this case we assume that area of practical applications of HDA lays in field of FMS (in 
case of middle size production-hundreds of parts) or belongs to field of highly automated 
manufacturing systems, where operation like changing machine tool equipment does not take 
a lot of time.  

On Figure 3.3 the schema of fluid analogue of manufacturing process is given. In this 
case we consider the buffer content as fluid and the work of server as work of intelligent 
valves. This fluid model has been shown in Somlo [24]. The fluids come to the tanks at given 
rates (d1, d2,..., dn). The servers remove fluid from the tanks at given rates yi(j-1) according to 
some switching policies. After the switches some inactivity period occurs.  

This fluid model of manufacturing process gives us possibility to move all calculation of 
a naturally discrete process into a field of continuous calculations. In this case we have 
discrete production process, which is controlled by continuous calculation part.  
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Figure 3.3. Fluid analogue of processes in FMS. 
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3.4. DISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING OF FLEXIBLE 

MANUFACTURING SYSTEM 
 
3.4.1. Example of a production system. 

 
To illustrate the type of manufacturing systems treated in this thesis, consider Figure 3.4. 

It consists of 5 machines labelled М1, М2, … М5 . There are 5 part-types (or jobs) J1, J2, … 
J5 flowing into the system. Parts of type J1 need to be processed at machine М3 for a 
processing time 3,1 МJτ  (in the future 3,1τ , the first number or index corresponds to a part-type 
of the processed part and the second number to machine on which the part is processed.), then 
at М1 for a time 1,1τ  , then at М2 for a time 2,1τ , then at М5 for a time 5,1τ . After this 
processing routine the units of part-type J1 left the system. Similarly, parts of type J2 need 
work at М3 for a time 3,2τ , then at М2 for a time 2,2τ , then requires further processing М4 for 
a time 4,2τ . After it the parts of type J2 process on М5 and М1 for a time 5,2τ  and 1,2τ  
respectively. After it the parts go out from the system. Parts of type J3 need work at machine 
М2 for a time 2,3τ , then move to М3 and М4 where processing for a times 3,3τ  and 4,3τ . After 
it the parts left the system. These parts of part-type J4 process on machines М3, М2, М4 and 
М5, for times 3,4τ , 2,4τ , 4,4τ  and 5,4τ  appropriately. For parts of type J5 the processing 
routine is М1, М3, М2, М5 and М4 and processing times are 1,5τ , 3,5τ , 2,5τ , 5,5τ  and 4,5τ . 

A critical feature of the manufacturing system is that set-up times are required whenever a 
machine changes the type of parts it is processing. Thus, if machine m has been processing 
parts of type p, and it is desired to switch instead to the processing of parts of type q, then 
there is a set-up time δpqm required at machine m to handle parts of type q. 

To summarize, the manufacturing systems we consider have the following features. 
• There are several part-types i=1,2,3,…, n, and several machines j=1,2,3,…, m. 
• Each part-type i needs to be produced at a prespecified demand rate di. 
• Parts of type i require a specified processing time at each machine at given (by 

operation sequences) route, with τi,j being the processing time required on machine 
j. 

• Whenever machine j changes from production of parts of type i to parts of type q, 
a set-up time δiqj is required. 

As you can see from described above this scheduling problem is typical job-shop problem 
described in Chapter 1 of this work. 
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Figure 3.4. Example of a production system. 
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3.4.2. The Task and Data Base 
 

The task of scheduling for an FMS is usually given by the MRP subsystem of PPS. The 
CAPP subsystem determines for every job Ji (a job Ji is ni parts of type i ) the operation 
sequence oij , where j=1,2,..., jl (jl- is the number of operation sequences), oij –is an integer 
showing in which machine the given operation is performed. Very important information are 
the processing times qij . The processing times are determined by the operation planning 
subsystem of CAPP including the manufacturing data determination section. We note that the 
engineering database for scheduling is generated from CAPP results. But, it needs proper 

modification. In engineering database for scheduling it is convenient to apply 
h

ij
ij n

q
=τ , 

where  is the number of machines in the equivalent group. Some times it is convenient to 
use:  

hn

,ijih ττ =  

or 

ij
h
ij ττ = . 

where h is the index of the machine on which the j-th operation is realized for the i-th part 
type. In the following always the most convenient form will be used hoping that it will not 
cause misunderstanding. 

In Perkins, Kumar [10] (unlike French [6]) revisiting of the same machine is also 
considered. 
In this case ih

k
ih ττ =)(  is used at the k-th visit to the same machine. 

 
 
3.4.3. Hybrid Dynamical Approach to Scheduling for a Single-

Machine 
 

Following Perkins, Kumar [10] let us consider the processing of three (HNP) jobs (J1, J2, 
J3), by a single machine. We consider a time period the beginning of which is later then the 
release time ri , the end of which is earlier than due date ddi , and the end of scheduling period 
is long enough to be considered as a time section from t=0 to t=∞  . 

In traditional formulation of the tasks for scheduling, the number of parts to be produced 
ni – is given. Hybrid dynamical approach uses the demand rate di at the input of the machines. 
This is the number of parts to be produced for time unit. Later, some aspects of its 
determination will be given. 

Let be 
ui(t) := <the total input (part demand) for i-th job in [0,t]>. 
Then  

)0()( iii utdtu +=  (3.1)

)(tui  has real material meaning only at time instants, when  
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kt =  ...).2,1( =k  
 

 
Let us define also  
yi(t) :=<the total production of job i in t=[0,t]>. 
If  
zi(t) :=<the buffer level of part (job) i at time t>,  
then 

)0()(
)()()(

iii

iii

utytd
tytutz

+−=
=−=

 (3.2)

zi(t)- corresponds to the error signal, when using classical control systems terms. Here the 
buffer is a suitable local storing device dedicated to the parts or to the machines. In fact, the 
task can be formulated in the following way: the rough parts are coming to the input buffer of 
the machine from the central buffer having infinite capacity with some given rate 
(corresponding to the demand rate). The input buffer content, at the same time, represents an 
order for processing. At given time instant, due to the fulfilment of some conditions, the 
switching to produce a new part type is realized. Then, preparation to the production of the 
new part should be performed. This is the set-up of the equipment, transport and manipulation 
of parts. Some of these actions may be performed in parallel. In the followings the time of the 
machine that cannot be used for real production, because of the above actions, will be named 
inactivity time. 

The methods, based on which switching are determined are named as the switching 
policy. After the inactivity time the production of another part type starts. The buffers can be 
imagined as individual buffer for every part type at every machine. But, in reality different 
part type (and even machines) can be served from the same “physical” buffer. Let us consider 
a time “window” [t1,t2] of the process shown in Figure 3.5. On this figure Clear the Largest 
Buffer Switching Policy is demonstrated. 

A decision is made about switching wherever a buffer is emptied. At time t1 parts 
belonging to J3 are processed. Let us suppose initial conditions 0)()()( 131211 === tytyty , 
the  initial conditions are shown on the Figure 3.5. )(),(),( 131211 tututu
The processing rates pih are  

ih
ihp

τ
1

=  (3.3)

So, if a machine is active

)()()( 111 ttptytty ihii −+=−  (3.4)

Switching from i=3 occur if 

0)]()([
)()()()()(

11313

11313131313

=−+−
−−+=+=

ttpty
ttdtutytutz

sh

ssss

 (3.5)

1st - is the time of switching 
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Figure 3.5. Clear the Largest Buffer Level Switching Policy. 

 
Then, a switch to processing another part type follows. In the given case we apply the so-

called Clear the Largest Buffer Level Policy. Because , a switch to 
processing of part type J

)()( 1112 ss tztz >

2 is realized. Then, the manufacturing of parts of type J2 are 
performed until the buffer content of z2 becomes zero, etc.  

As it was mentioned, after the switching time instant some inactivity period of the 
machine follows. Then instead of type J3 type J2 is produced. The 32δ - inactivity time is the 
maximum of different action times (set-up, transport etc.) going on in parallel. It follows form 
the above that at moment ts2 a switch to processing part type J1 occurs, etc. On Figure 3.5, for 
the better demonstration, the proportion of the inactivity times is enlarged. In the Flexible 
Manufacturing Systems the proportion of inactivity time –activity time is very low. This is 
due to the high level of automation not only of the part production but of the set-up, transport, 
and manipulation tasks, too. 

On the Figure 3.6 the picture of the change of the buffer levels, the sum of buffer levels 
and the input, output values are shown.  

In the paper Perkins, Kumar [10] the definition of the stability for given system is 
proposed. According to that a switching policy is stable if  

+∞<≤=− ,)]([sup)]()([sup ii
t

ii
t

Mtztytu  (3.6)

for all part types (J1, J2, J3).  
That is, it is required for the stability that all of the buffer levels should be bounded. 
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Figure 3.6. The change of the buffer (a), summary buffer levels (b) and output values (c). 

 
Necessary Condition of Stability  
It is clear that for any switching policy the necessary condition of stability is 
 

∑ ≤=
i

iihd 1: τρ . (3.7)

or  

ih
id

τ
1

<  (3.8)

should be always satisfied for any i.  
The MRP subsystem of PPS checks the fulfilment of condition (3.7) and never delivers a 

task which does not satisfy it. 
In Perkins, Kumar [10] it is proved that the Clear the Largest Buffer Level Policy is 

stable. Let us analyze the main features of this policy. First let us deal with the switching time 
instants. According to Perkins, Kumar [10] the consecutive switching time instants are 
determined by  

])([]1[ 1
)1( ihsjikiihisjjs tzdtt τδτ +−+= −

+  (3.9)

Here: i-indicates to which job Ji a switch is performed, kiδ  indicates the set up time to the 

change job type from Jk to Ji. 
Indeed, because to empty  one need time )( sji tz
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ihisjjsihsjikisjjs dtttztt ττδ )()( )1()1( −+++= ++  (3.10)

From equation (3.10) follows (3.9). 
An important quantity is  

∑=
i

iihdτρ  (3.11)

This quantity is named machine load factor. 
According to the necessary condition (3.7) 

1≤ρ .  

A component of ρ  is  

iihi dτρ =  (3.12)

This is the particular machine load due to part type i.  
It is easy to recognize, that ρ  characterizes the part of the machining time, which is 

really spent by manufacturing. )1( ρ−  characterizes set up and idle times. If ρ  is far less 
than 1 and the set-up (transport, etc.) times have low value the switching policies may result 
very good performance. 

In Perkins, Kumar [10] it is proved (as it was mentioned before) that the Clear the Largest 
Buffer Level Policy is stable. Also, a formulation for the upper bound of the summary buffer 
level was obtained. According to it, if the initial buffer levels satisfy  

∑ −
−

≤
i ih

i

ii
nz ),(max

)1(
)0(

τ
ρρ

ρ
δ

 
 

Then 

∑ −
−

+≤
i ih

i

i
ih

ih

ih
i

ntz ),(max
)1(

)(
τ

ρρ
ρτ

τδ
τ
δρ

 (3.13)

for all 0≥t . 
Here, n- is the number of part types. 
It is supposed that the inactivity time δδ =ki  for all of the cases  
 

ihiih ττ min= ; 
ihiih ττ max= . 

 
In Perkins, Kumar [10] a rather general case of switching policy the Clear- a- Fraction 

(CAF) was analyzed. The Clear- the- Largest- Buffer- Level (CLB) Policy is a special case of 
CAF case Policy. In the above paper the Clear- the- Largest Work Policy was analyzed, too. 
Stability proved and upper bounds obtained. 
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3.4.4. Hybrid Dynamical Approach to Scheduling for Job Shop 

Type Production 
 

Hybrid Dynamical Approach make possible to schedule jobs in FMS. Usually, these 
problems are job shop type. Perkins, Kumar [10] show that assembly and disassembly 
processes may also be considered. 

At HNP processing the type (the variety) of parts, usually, is not very high. If ρ  has low 
value (e.g. ) the demand rate for the consecutive machines is close to the ideal. At a 
closer look, it may be noticed that for any part type of any machine if the input is the ideal 
demand rate the output, that is, the input for the next machine may be highly differ from ideal. 
This input is of the kind as it is shown on Figure 3.6 . In point A,B,C,D... the number of parts 
coincide with the required. In the section AA

5,04,0 ÷

’ no parts are delivered to the next machine. 
Starvation for parts may occur.  

Necessary Condition for Stability 
 

Clearly the necessary condition for stability is 

.,...2,1

1]...[: )()3()2()1(

mh

d
p

n
phphphphph

pm

=

≤++++= ∑ ττττρ
 (3.14)

 

In (3.14) 
)(i

phτ  is the processing time required by a part of type p on its i-th visit to the 
machine (let us notice, that, unlike in French [6], several visit to the machines is allowed). In 
practical scheduling tasks (3.14) is always fulfilled, because the MRP subsystem of PPS never 
release a task where this condition is not satisfied. 

In Perkins, Kumar [10] emphasized, that they could not find conditions to provide 
stability, when at the first machine the input is the demand rate and at the consecutive 
machines the real output at the machine before is applied. On the contrary, the authors could 
construct example, when dynamical instability occurs (see also Perkins, Humes, Kumar [13]). 
Perkins, Kumar [10] could show the stability of CAF with back off switching policy. At that, 
the machines are considered as working in isolation (for these results for Single-Machine case 
are valid). The difference is, that when the “ideal buffer content” is applied, if there is 
starvation of part at the input of the machine, (see AA’ in Figure 3.6c) the machine is kept 
idle. 
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3.5. HYBRID DYNAMICAL APPROACH TO THE SOLUTION 

OF FMS SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 
 
3.5.1. Demand Rate for Single Machine Processing 
 

Now, let us try to determine the demand rates  ;id ni ...,2,1= , for single machine 
processing. It is clear that the upper limit value of demand rate is (see also (3.8)) 

ni

d
i

i

,...2,1

1lim

=

=
τ  (3.15),

This is due to the machining intensity constraint. As it was mentioned iτ  is determined on 
CAPP subsystem level.  

In practice  

iup
i

i dd ∆−≤
τ
1

 (3.16)

should be used, where  is the upper demand rate reserve value necessary for the 
realization. The lower limit of the demand rate is  

iupd∆

ii

i
i rdd

nd
−

=lim  (3.17),

or  

ch

lim
s

i
i T

nd =  (3.18),

which represent the production task requirement. These relation give the  

ilo
ii

i
i d

rdd
nd ∆+
−

≥  (3.19)

or  

ilo
s

i
i d

T
nd ∆+≥

ch

 (3.20),

relation, where  is the lower demand rate reserve value. In the followings, for the sake of 
simplicity, only (3.18) and (3.20) will be considered. To generalize the results for the other 
case is a single task. 

ilod∆

Another upper limit is given by the machine capacity constraint. Let us consider this 
relation in form  

∑ ≤
i

schii Tnτ  (3.21)

From that (see also relations (3.7) and (3.11)) 
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∑ ≤
i

iid 1τ  (3.22)

Now, let us determine the coefficient η which make (3.21) and (3.22) to turn into 
equality. 

j
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i
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t
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T

Σ

==
∑ τ

η  (3.23),

Where is the summary machining time requirement on the machine j. ∑=Σ
i

iij nt τ

From the above the other upper limit value is  

j

i
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nd
Σ

=lim  (3.24)

Taking into attention (3.15) the upper limit should be 
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So, one gets the domain for demand rate 
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Σ
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τ

 (3.26).

Let us notice that the increase of  is desirable. But, the necessary set-up, etc., times 
requirements constraint this increase. (This should be reflected in the value of- , too.) It 
seems to us that the best aids for final decisions are the simulation studies. 

id
iupd∆

Now, let us turn to the case of multi-machine job-shop type manufacturing.  
 
 

3.5.2. Demand Rate for Multi-Machine Processing.  
 

Now, let us deal with the determination of the demand rates for multi-machine processing. 
It is supposed that the rate is constant for some part-type, independently of the machine it is 
processed on.  

It is clear that the demand rate should satisfy the following upper limit. 

ij
id

τ
1

<  (3.27)

For all j, where j indicates the machines part-type i is processed on. 
From (3.27) one gets  

ij
d

Max
j

i τ
1

<  
(3.28)
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Similarly as in the single-machine case the lower limit of demand rate is determined by 

ch
lim

s

i
i T

nd =  (3.29).

Let us deal with the determination of the upper limit value given by the total time 
necessary for the production of parts. 
Let us simplify the above result. It is easy to recognize that  

∑
=

+−≤<
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1
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j
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j
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j
i ijntijn MaxMax

l
τττ  (3.30)

Because  is high value it is clear that  in

ijnt Max
j

il
τ≈

Σ
 (3.31)

can be taken and so, for the demand rate one gets the upper limit given by relation (3.28). 
That is  

ijj

i Max
d

τ
1

<  (3.32).

Until now, the set-up, etc. times effects were neglected. For taking into attention these, 
reserves should be introduced. For those, decrease of demand rates from the upper limit value 
is necessary. To produce  parts of type Jin i MRP allows to use )( ii rdd −  or in analyzed case 

 time period.  chsT
For these cases the necessary condition for stability (3.14) should also be satisfied. To 

provide it let us determine the upper limit by  

η
τ sch

j

i T
t
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d
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1lim  
(3.33).

Here η is efficiency coefficient. Here instead of  simply  is used. ltΣ Σt
According to the necessary condition of stability  
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 (3.34),

Because  

ij
j

Maxnit τ≈Σ  (3.35)

(see (3.31)) 
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Can be taken, and from (3.34) 
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is obtained. In (3.37) 
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is the summary working time to perform the production tasks on the machine with index h. 
From relation (3.37) one gets the efficiency coefficient, which turns (3.37) into equality 

for every machine group 
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Accordingly, 
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 (3.40)

From (3.33), (3.35) and (3.40) 

hMaxt
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Having (3.28) and (3.41) the upper limit value of demand rate is 
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 (3.42)

The lower limit value is given by (3.29). 
So 
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Now, let us consider the demand rates for the consecutive machines. The first machine 
gets a  ramp-input signal. The consecutive machines get the same with id ijτ  time delay as it 
is shown on Figure 3.9. 

t 

demand  
rate di 

τil

Part demand ui

τi2 τi1 

 
Figure 3.9. Demand rates at consecutive machine group. 

 
 
3.5.3. Secondary Optimization Use to Further Increase of 

Efficiency of FMS Scheduling 
 

It is clear from, the relation (3.43) that in some cases the demand rates can be increased 
by the decrease of the value 

ij
j

Maxτ . 

The decrease of this value can be realized using the so-called Secondary Optimization 
Method (see: Somló J., Nagy [28], Somló J., Watanabe T. [29], Watanabe T., Sakamoto [30]). 
It is shown on Figure 3.10 that at the manufacturing data determination of CAPP subsystem, it 
is possible to determine not only the optimal ( ijoptτ  giving cost), but minimum time ( minijτ ) 

and minimum tool wear ( maxijτ ) regimes, too.  

Also, any ijgτ  value (the index g meaning is- given) can be realized in an optimal manner. 
How the Secondary Optimization may help to improve FMS scheduling? 
The following principle can be applied: 

j
ijMaxτ  values can be decreased to minijτ  values.  

If minijτ  goes bellow any other ijτ  value this procedure can be repeated. 

t

τijmin

τijmaxτijopt

τijg 

 
Figure 3.10. Secondary optimization of Manufacturing Data. 
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3.6. ACTIVE BUFFER POLICIES 
 

As it was mentioned, Perkins, Kumar [10] proposed to use distributed CAF (in particular 
Clear- the- Largest Buffer) policy with back off to provide stability of processes at general job 
shop type FMS scheduling. Matveev, Savkin [12] analyzed multiple server flow networks 
which also cover this field. They proposed to construct regularizable switched multiple server 
flow networks which exhibit a regular behaviour. 

Perkins, Humes, Kumar [13] proposed to use the so called regulated buffer stabilizing 
techniques to reach stable performance for FMS scheduling problems. 

Here we propose a different technique to be able to use the results of hybrid dynamical 
approach for single machines in the case of multiple-machine, job shop type FMS scheduling.  
Let first suppose that flexible buffers for all of part types and machines of FMS are provided 
and all devices, including buffers, are by computer controlled. 

On Figure 3.11 the ideal inputs and the actual outputs for two consecutive machines are 
shown. Let us suppose that at time instant. T1 (point A) the input buffer storing type i of parts 
on machine (j-1) is emptied. Then, a switch for serving some other parts follows. Parts of type 
i are not produced the input buffer (j-1) grows by )( 1)1( Ttdz iji −=− . 

Let us suppose that at time instant Tsw the condition to produce part type i are fulfilled 
again. Then, after set up (etc.) period machining of part type i begins until the input buffer 
empties (point B). Now, let us consider the next (j-th) machine to produce part type i. Let at 
time instant Ta the conditions to switch from type l to type i are fulfilled. After jli ][δ  
inactivity period at Tpr2 the machining of parts i follows. But, as it can be recognized from 
Figure 3.11 in the period  no part of type i at the input buffer are available. After 

 the output of (j-1) machine cover the input of j-th machine. Even in this respect there are 

some problems. Indeed, if 

],[ 12 prpr TT

1prT

)1( −< jiij ττ  the output of (j-1) machine will not provide continuous 
production on j-th machine. But, of course, because the di demand rates are properly chosen 
the part requirements can still be satisfied.  

To avoid this kind of problems the following, so-called controlled buffer technique is 
proposed here. Let us introduce the so called (virtual) auxiliary buffer as it is shown on Figure 
3.12. 
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Figure 3.11. Ideal inputs and actual outputs of machine. 

The controlled buffers act as follows. At the input buffer of j-th machine always the ideal 
input (di demand rate) and the corresponding number of parts already machined on (j-1) 
machine should be introduced. If the output buffer of machine (j-1) is unable to cover 
demands then the auxiliary buffer comes to its place and delivers the proper number of parts 
(not finished production). The proper content of the auxiliary buffer is provided before the 
regular system actions. (It is also possible to include service sections during regular actions to 
fulfil this task.) There is always surplus which goes to fill back the auxiliary buffer. When the 
part type i production on machine (j-1) begins the di demand rate on machine j is covered by 
this production. It can be recognized that the same number of parts that was taken of the 
auxiliary buffer, later, is returned from the output of the (j-1)-th machine. Indeed, because in 
an “activity” period the (j-1) machine produces exactly the number of parts between two 
empty buffer position (A and B on Figure 3.11) it will return the number of parts which were 
taken from the auxiliary buffer. 

di tyi(j-1) yij

yia

y’i(j-1)

Buffer jinBuffer (j-1)out

Zia

Zij

(j-1)out- auxiliary
buffer

 
Figure 3.12. Controlled buffer technique. 

It seems to us that using the results of Perkins, Kumar [10], Perkins, Humes, Kumar [13] 
and Matveev, Savkin [12] the stability conditions of the use of the controlled buffer technique 
and parameter estimations (buffer sizes, etc.) for this may be obtained. Namely, if the initial 
auxiliary buffer content is higher than the boundary value for the input buffer content, the 
proposed system will work properly. The periodic motion of (j-1) output, (j-1) auxiliary buffer 
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flows stay local. This does not affect the system performance where all of the di required 
demand rates could be realized.  

Stopping conditions 
Clearly the stopping condition for delivering rough parts to the system is  

i

T

i ndttd
stop

∫ =
0

)(  (3.44)

Here di is the demand rate not only for “regular” part of work, but also for the filling up 
regime of the auxiliary buffers. At the end of production of some part types clearing of the 
auxiliary buffers regimes are also necessary. To realize these is a very simple task. 

Virtual Buffers 
It is easy to recognize that the above mentioned buffers have virtual character. It means 

that at the physical realization at any machine there can be a unique buffer for part type Ji, or 
for several part types. The output, auxiliary and input buffers are formed virtually on the 
control computer without any physical motion. 
 
 
3.7. FLUID ANALOGS OF FMS SCHEDULING PROBLEMS  
 

In the literature (see: Chase C., Serano J., Ramadge P.J.[11], Matveev, Savkin [12]) fluid, 
tank and server analogs of work flow, buffer and machining processes in FMS are considered. 
This visualizes very well the HNP manufacturing. (At the same time, one should be careful 
because the manufacturing problems are discrete in nature, which is reflected when processes 
on micro level are considered).  

On Figure 3.13 the schema of fluid analogue for the use of controlled buffer technique is 
given. The fluids come to the tanks at given rates (d1, d2,..., dn). The servers (the valves) 
remove fluid from the tanks at given rates according to some switching policies. After the 
switches some inactivity period occurs. The constant input flows are realized by the locally 
acting input, output, auxiliary buffer control from the auxiliary buffer. When the (j-1) output 
buffer does not get an input the V1 intelligent valve provides the di flow. When the output 
buffer (tank) (j-1) gets an input, it partly covers di for the next tank and partly fills up the 
auxiliary tank. This action is due to intelligent valves V1 and V2. In this way it is provided 
that ; bbjjb ddd ==− )1( iijji ddd ==− )1( ; lljjl ddd ==− )1( , all the time. 

Every part type has its own auxiliary buffer. On Figure 3.13 the auxiliary buffer structure 
is shown just for part type i for simplicity purposes. 
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Figure 3.13. Fluid analogue of processes in FMS. 
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3.8. BENEFITS OF THE METHOD 
 
3.8.1. Real - Time, Distributed Control of FMS Actions 
 

It has been shown in the present paper that the demand rates for manufacturing HNP can 
be determined in a unique manner. For single-machine processing suitable switching policies 
based on the input buffer content can be developed which have stable performance 
characteristics. In the present paper, proposal was outlined to provide the given demand rate at 
any machine. This was based on the use of controlled buffers. Using this, the single machine 
approach can be extended to job shop type FMS scheduling. 

In the following real-time, distributed control strategy will be outlined. This strategy was 
originally proposed in Perkins, Kumar [10]. 

Time 0: Set  and  for all i and j (for simplicity, no return to the same 
machine is considered here). 

0:0 =T )( 0Tzz ijij =

Determine according to the switching policy for all i and j which part type will be served. 
Let it be (Jl )j for the j-th machine. 

Now, let us consider any time, when a switch of the type of parts produced occurs. The 
time when a switch from l-th to k-th type is realized is Tn (for simplicity no other indices are 
applied). 
Then after time 

lknT δ+   

Part type k is produced until 

kjk

lkkjnkj
nn d

Tz
TT

τ
δτ

−
+

+=+ 1
)(

:1  (3.45),

(See equation (3.9)) 
At Tn+1 a switch to the production of a new part type is realized. Which part is that is 

determined by the switching policy. 
When using auxiliary buffers parts of type k, and the other types, can always be delivered 

to the machine at the required rate. The buffer contents can be updated. Formally,  

snnnsjnsj

nkj

dTTTzTz
Tz

)()(:)(
0)(

11

1

−−=

≡

++

+
 (3.46)

The switching policy is based only on the buffer content. So, it has real-time, distributed 
character.  

 
 

3.8.2. Overlapping Production 
 

In the 1-st chapter of the present paper, formulation of the classical problems of 
scheduling was given. Let us suppose that for some given problem, for (J1, J2,..., Jn) part 
types, schedules were generated (e.g.: using heuristic method based on FIFO, SLACK, or 
other priority indices). Let us suppose that we could construct and choose a “suitable” 
schedule satisfying constrains and quality requirement. On Figure 3.14 the GANTT diagrams 
for the i-th part type are given. 
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ti1

tilast Tsch t
 

Figure 3.14. GANTT diagrams for i-th part type. 
 
Let us outline the basic features of the solution. The beginning of the first operation is at 

. The end of the last operation is at ii rt ≥1 iil ddt ≤ . At the input and output of the machines, 
buffers of size ni are needed. At flexible manufacturing, overlapping production of parts is 
possible. This is due to the fact that buffers, transport and manipulation devices are 
automated. Set-up, transport, manipulation times are low. 
 
3.8.2.1. Parallel production 
 

Let us turn our attention to overlapping production. If we have several HNP series the 
process of production is parallel. On Figure 3.15 overlapping production is demonstrated for 
two consecutive machines. No set-up, etc. times are considered here. Clearly, the time for not 
overlapping production  

iijjijj nttt )( )1(1 ττ +=+= −−∑  

Here and in the followings, renumbering of the machine groups will be used. 
ilii τττ ,...,, 21  is in the order of processing part-type i. Of course, the machining goes on the 

proper machine tool. 
In overlapping case iijji nt ττ += −∑ )1( . 

Here ijji ττ <− )1(  is supposed.  
The decrease of completion time is significant. The necessary buffer size decreases, too. 

Let us consider the general case. As it can bee seen from Figure 3.16 no set-up and/or 
transportation times are considered. The summary production time for the first 2 machines is 

iii nt 21
1

2 ττ +=∑  

if 12 ii ττ ≥  

21
2

2 iii nt ττ +=∑  

if 12 ii ττ <  

(3.47)
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Figure 3.15. Overlapping production. 

From (3.2) to l (where l is the index of the last machine) for the j-th machine, one has 

)1()1(1
1 )( −−−∑∑ +−+= jiijiij

a
jj ntt τττ  

if )1( −≥ jiij ττ  

ij
a

jj tt τ+= −∑∑ 1
2  

if )1( −< jiij ττ  

a is 1 or 2 

(3.48)

The total time (make span) of production of parts of type Ji 

a
li tt ∑∑ =)(  (a is 1 or 2) (3.49)
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Figure 3.16. Overlapping Production in Several Machines. 

Because we analyze the HNP production (and we are not interested “in starting the line” 
and “finishing production” problems) the “cruising” regime of production can be imagined as 
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a permanent flow. In this case the picture shown on Figure 3.16 is extended to form a 
permanent flow. 
 
 
3.8.3. Working Principle Summary 
 

Now, let us summarize the method proposed for on-line, real-time, distributed closed-loop 
control of job-shop type FMS. 

Let us suppose to have J1, J2,..., Jn jobs which are served according to the conditions, and 
requirements. The serving machines (servers) are equipped with computer-controlled buffers. 
These can serve all inputs and outputs and form auxiliary buffers, too. The rough parts are 
coming to the first machine at the given demand rate determined according to the method 
proposed in the 5-th paragraph of the present paper. The parts to the first machine processing 
some part type are coming from the central buffer, having infinite capacity. The input buffers 
contents, at the same time, represent the production order, too. The same demand rate is 
introduced to the consecutive machines with time delay having the value of one part 
production time on the machine before. These demand rates are not only introduced but 
realized, too, as input flows to the input buffers. This opportunity is due to the use of 
controlled buffers using the auxiliary buffer local control schemes. 

Then, all the machines are controlled in real-time, distributed manner according to the 
given switching policies. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

SIMULATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
 
 

4.1. CHOICE OF SIMULATION TOOLS 
 

When starting the present work there was not any commercially available discrete event 
simulation system at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics. We decided to 
apply for this purpose a DES system, which was under development at the department. It is 
the so-called LabVIEW based simulation system. 

The main advantages of this system are: 
1) This simulation system has a very high level of man-computer interactivity. 

Programming with graphical picture assigned icons and studying the result with the best 
suitable diagram type here is basic request. This programming style gives possibility to test 
very complex model situations that in text oriented programming is very hard or complicate.  

2) The most of existing discrete event simulation systems use their own programming 
language for constructing models. It is increasing the time of study period but later on 
drastically reduce the development time of new models.  

3) Finally, this system is a ”relatively cheap” discrete event simulation system and can be 
easily applied for education purposes.  

 
4.1.1. LabVIEW Based Simulation System 

 
The simple model of the PUMA 560 robot arm was developed for testing and 

improvement of the simulation system (see A.Anoufriev and Gy.Lipovszki [25]). The 
formulation of the task was following: 

Develop the model of the PUMA 560 robot arm, which service three production 
lines. The robot takes a work piece from the Buffer on input and load machine tool on 
the output. The time for empty and charge motions is different and programmable. 

Let us simply describe the model of production system and developed robot arm object. 
The model of the production system contains a number of model objects. Inputs of the 
production system are Source objects and outputs are Sink objects. Any number of objects 
can be between Source and Buffer as well as between Machine and Sink objects. A simple 
graphical interpretation is given on Figure 4.1. 

 
Figure 4.1. LabVIEW based simulation model of production system. 
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Let me describe some of the base objects of developed simulation system. This 
description is not connected directly with the final simulation model but shows the amount of 
a work that has been done and can be used for better understanding of the final system. 

The Source object produces new entities with distribution functions given in interval. 
This subroutine is shown on the Figure 4.2 . We can see the input parameters on the left side 
of the picture and output parameters on the right side. Let us describe some of input and 
output parameters. 

The “Container Object Name” and “Source Object Name” define given object relatively 
another elements of model. The “Source Object Name” is Name, which one can give to this 
object and the “Container Object Name” is the so-called, parent name. 

 
Figure 4.2. Source object. 

For example, if a factory has several workshops and every workshop has several 
production lines the “Full Name” of an element will be “‘Container Object Name’ & ‘Source 
Object Name’ ”. The “Index of ObjectList” is an identification number of this object in a list 
of objects, which are used in the system. The “Output Channel” is output that entities go out 
through. The “Source Object Output Parameters” is output, which provides the user of the 
model with full information about processes inside subroutine. The “Source Object Input 
Parameters” are tuning up in work of the object. It is possible to program interval time 
between appearances of entities, the first creation time, etc.  

The work of the Sink object is opposite to the work of the Source object. This element 
takes out entities from the system. This object is shown on Figure 4.3 . 

 
Figure 4.3. Sink object. 

The “Input Channel” is the entry point of this object where the entities are going in. The 
“Sink Object Input Parameters” are used for switch on/off this object in simulation. 

The developed Robot Arm model can be used as a basic object for constructing new 
objects and another models. Having an input and an output strategy robot arm can get objects 
from the chosen input channel and is able to send it to a selected output channel. This task 
could not be solved by using the existing basic objects. So, we had to build their network and 
develop some new elements. This developed object is shown on Figure 4.4 . 

 
Figure 4.4. Robot object. 

Two inputs “Status of Next Line” (machine states connected to Robot Arm output) and 
“Contents of Previous Line” (content of Buffers connected to Robot Arm input) are used for 
choosing of input and output indexes. 

More detailed information about developed system and modelled production example is 
given in [25]. 

The simulation programming system was used for development of not complicated 
models successfully. But when we tried to develop more complicated model, which is 
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described in subparagraph 3.4.1 of chapter 3 we have found several disadvantages of the 
simulation system. 

 The speed of simulation run was slowly and simulation time was very closely to 
real time. 
 As LabVIEW is not object oriented language the changing basic elements or their 

parameters leads to spending a lot of time for recreating the model. 
 It was very difficult to solve the database problems (like filtering data from a 

table, etc.) for representation of information about production process.  
 It was vary difficult to realise graphical interpretation of schedule. The developed 

in LabVIEW GANTT chart was not VERY GOOD. 
These disadvantages eliminate the possibility to apply this simulation program for solving 

our tasks. I took decision to apply a commercial simulation system. 
 

4.1.2. Analyse of Existing Systems 
 
It was described in Chapter 2, that the simulation can be widely used for planning and 

scheduling purposes (see [40]) and the so-called Simulation Based Planning and Scheduling 
tools are very useful tools for solving scheduling problems. 

Table 4.1 lists some commercial simulation systems and their vendors. These simulation 
systems were developed for design applications, i.e., long-term, predictive analysis. Several 
other commercial packages focus on short-term, finite capacity scheduling. These products 
include AutoSched (AutoSimulations), Factor (Prisker Corp.), PROVISA (AT&T Istel), and 
Preactor (Systems Modelling Corp.). Although the implementation differs between products, 
they each try to determine a schedule of near-term activities that is capacity feasible. That is, 
they assign activities to resources considering some capacity constraint on each resource. 
They typically provide a schedule, e.g., a Gantt chart, of activities to be performed by each 
resource. Furthermore, most of these products are aimed at manufacturing environments, 
although they could be applied in other situations as well. 

Most of these products assume that the system is static and that the requirements are 
known. They do not allow for explicit modelling of uncertainty in the data or dynamic 
changes in the system status. Furthermore, they tend to employ some set of static rules for 
making decisions. Therefore, they suffer from an inability to dynamically react to changing 
conditions. 

In addition, they are designed as interactive tools to be used by a human decision maker. 
As such, they are intended to aid the decision making process. They are not designed for an 
on-line, real-time application where the scheduler is linked directly to the control system to 
dispatch tasks and monitor system performance. Thus, a human decision maker is needed to 
control execution of the scheduling system and to interpret the results. Significant translation 
is often needed to convert the resulting "schedule" into an execution plan that can be given to 
the control system 

These systems use approaches to solving scheduling problem, which are based mainly on 
simple rules for making decision. The status of the system is observed and then a simple rule 
is invoked to determine what to do next. These rules could be of the form of specifying 
priorities for different types of tasks, e.g., always do an emergency commercial repair before a 
new residential installation, of specifying priorities for different jobs of the same type, e.g., 
ordering jobs based on the time promised to the customer, or of if … then type logic. 

While these rules consider the current system status when making decisions, e.g., what 
orders are pending, the rules themselves are static. That is, the rules do not adapt to the 
dynamics of the system. It is conceivable that the "best" operating procedure will change as 
the system status changes, e.g., operating procedures after an emergency storm might be very 
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different than after several days of good weather. While certain situations, like the weather, 
can be anticipated and built into the rules, many other situations that dramatically impact 
performance cannot be assessed a priori. Furthermore, the number of combinations of 
different "situations" will be enormous for any moderate size system. Therefore, an adaptable, 
dynamic short-interval scheduling system is needed to react to the ever-changing system 
status. 

Due to the features of these systems it was taken decision to choose one of discrete event 
simulation systems. Some of the discrete event simulation vendors are enumerated in Table 
4.1. Full version of this table is given in Appendix 1. The number of these vendors and their 
products is very high all over the world. We took into consideration only systems that apply 
the technique of Reusing Simulation Modules/Objects. 

Arena’s templates and object-oriented simulation systems (e.g., Taylor ED, Simple++) 
are examples of relatively new simulation technology that are directed at users interested in 
extending the simulation language/systems. 

These systems attempt to exploit the similarity among different simulation models by 
creating reusable modules or objects that model a particular subsystem or perform a particular 
decision making function. These modules are generic in that they contain the "code" for a 
particular model, but are made specific based on the particular data from a given situation. 
These modules allow a simulation model to be easily constructed and/or modified as the 
system changes. They allow relatively complex decision making logic to be encapsulated in a 
reusable package and incorporated into a simulation model. This concept eliminates the need 
to have decision-making logic "hard-coded" into the simulation, which is difficult to change 
and modify.  

Exactly the Taylor Enterprise Dynamics simulation system was taken for final simulation 
development of manufacturing scheduling tasks. This simulation system is relatively 
unexpensive and uses object oriented inner programming language. The using of object 
oriented programming approach reduces the time of program development. 

Table 4.1. Simulation vendors. 
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AESOP Corp.  
Stuttgart, Germany 

SIMPLE++ Modeling, production,  
logistics, transportation  √ √ √ 

AT&T Istel  
Beachwood, OH 

PROVISA Finite capacity scheduling for 
discrete,  
process, continuous, batch 
environments 

 √  √ 

  WITNESS Discrete and continuous 
process environments & 
service 

√  √  

AutoSimulations  
Bountiful, UT 

Automod Discrete event simulation  √ √ √ 
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Deneb Robotics, 
Inc. Auburn Hills, 
MI 

ENVISION Automated or human work 
cells √  √  

  IGRIP Robotic work cells √  √  

  TELEGRIP Robot & device controllers √  √  

  UltraArc Arc-welding work cells √  √  

  UltraFinish Robotic surface finishing 
applications √  √  

  UltraPaint Painting work cells √  √  

  UltraSpot Spot-welding work cells √  √  

  VIRTUAL 
NC 

Machine tool & NC controllers √  √  

F&H Simulations, 
Inc Orem, UT 

Taylor ED  
Simulation 
5.0 

Mfg., material handling, 
warehousing & distrib., service 
syst., healthcare, BPR 

√ √ √ √ 

Pritsker 
Corporation  
Indianapolis, IN 

FACTOR/AI
M 

Discrete & batch 
manufacturing √ √ √ √ 

  PACKAGIN
G 

Food & beverage packaging 
and process √  √  

  SLAM-
SYSTEM 

All industries √  √  

Syst.Modeling 
Corp.  
Sewickley, PA 

Arena BPR, semiconductor, activity 
based costing, mfg, 
warehousing, dist., healthcare, 
pharma -ceuticals, 
communication 

√ √ √ √ 

  Preactor Mfg., inventory mgmt., shop 
scheduling, cost analysis, 
warehousing, distribution, 
airlines, communications 

√ √ √ √ 

 
4.2. DESCRIPTION OF TAYLOR ENTERPRISE DYNAMICS 

 
Taylor Enterprise Dynamics (Taylor ED) is an object-oriented software system used to 

model, simulate, visualize and monitor dynamic-flow process activities and systems. By 
"dynamic-flow" (see [3]) we mean the discrete flow of products, people, data, paper, or 
information through a system. Taylor ED is widely used for modelling manufacturing, 
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warehousing, and material handling processes and modelling, simulating, visualizing, and 
monitoring process flow activities. Under process flow activities we understand processes 
like, electronic data flowing through an information network, or the flow of people through an 
amusement park ride. 

For detailed description of Taylor Enterprise Dynamics simulation system see [18], [19], 
[20] and [21]. 

The two major challenges to gaining knowledge about dynamic-flow systems are 
complexity and uncertainty (see [3]). With an increasing number of components in a system, 
it becomes more and more difficult to understand the system or to describe the relationship of 
the components in the system mathematically. Moreover, when uncertainty is introduced to 
the same system (machines breaking down. varying cycle times, changes in batch sizes, or the 
sickness of a key employee) most analytical methods fail. 

In our development the possibility to apply different changes under simulation is used 
frequently. We find the best buffer capacity and the most optimal demand rate values. 

Taylor ED software system is based on the "Atom Concept". An atom is an object with 
four dimensions (x, y, z, and time). Each atom can have a location, speed, and rotation (in x, 
y, and z) and dynamic behaviour over time. Atoms can inherit their behaviour from other 
atoms, atoms can contain other atoms, atoms can be created, atoms can be destroyed, and 
atoms can be moved into one another. Atoms can be viewed dynamically and simultaneously 
in 2D and 3D animation. In fact, everything in Taylor ED is an atom, whether it is a resource, 
a product, a model, a table, a report, a graph, a record, a library, or even an application itself. 
The atom concept has created a system that is powerful, flexible, and easy-to-use because 
atoms are built to function as precisely as the real-life system, part, person or machine they 
represent. 

One of the hallmark characteristics of the atom is that once they are created they can be 
reused over and over again. Atoms are "reusable." For example, a workcell can be created 
"from scratch" using the Atom Editor or by combining several existing atoms. If the workcell 
is to be duplicated or used in future models, the workcell can be saved as an atom and 
included in a standard atom library. Not only atoms can be reused but also atoms can be 
shared with other Taylor ED modellers. 

When one experiments with created model results from each simulation run can be 
viewed dynamically in 2D and 3D animation while the model is running. Taylor ED’s 
animation includes a mouse navigator that allows the modeller to view multiple windows of 
the same model simultaneously, to pan through each model, to zoom in and out of the model, 
and to rotate the view angle of each model while in 3D.  

Now, after short overview of the simulation environment let me talk about modelling 
process in Taylor ED. 

 
 

4.3. MODELLING PROCESS AND BASIC ELEMENTS OF 
THE DEVELOPED MODEL 

 
 

The process modelling of event controlled buffer systems by discrete event simulation is 
outlined in this paragraph. It consists of five steps. The most important step is the discrete 
event formulation of the hybrid dynamical approach. 

The results which is presented in this paragraph have been published in the papers 
[7],[42]. 

The first step in our model development was formulation of the discrete event model for 
the hybrid dynamical approach. The basic elements and main behaviour of the system have 
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been determined at this step. 
During production run the system goes through three main states. In the first state the 

system fills out the AuxBuffers and does not keep demand rates. This state is called as 
PreRun state. When AuxBuffers are filled up and capacities of the Main Buffers are reached 
their demand values the system goes to Run state. When the last entity entered to the 
production system from the source element (external buffer) the system goes to PostRun 
state. In this state the system clearing up all contents of Aux and Main Buffers. 

The second step in model development is creating basic elements of the system. I have to 
do it as the needed elements do not exist inside the Taylor ED atom library. Let me enumerate 
developed elements. 

Source. This atom has analogical atom in Taylor ED library but I had to create new one 
so as the properties of the standard atom are not satisfying to demands for source element in 
our system. This atom is used to generate entities with a certain arrival rate. In our model 
entities represent products. This atom is the starting point of the model. We suppose that the 
source receives entities from external buffer outside of the system. This atom shows on 2D 
layout the identification number of part type and cycle time of entity generation. 

Buffer. This is an atom with queuing functionality. This atom will buffer entities that 
enter. By specifying the capacity it is possible to limit the maxim number of entities within 
this queue. The order in which the entities are sent out can be changed by using the queue 
discipline. By defining an input strategy it is possible to determine through what channel this 
atoms wants to receive new atoms. Only 3D and 2D appearance of this atom have been 
changed. 

Server. This atom is used to model any type of operation or processing time. The 
operation starts as soon as the entity enters to the server. This atom delay entity on its way 
accordingly with the cycle time value. In our system a basic element has been added with 
process monitoring functionality. It shows number of produced entities by part type and total 
output. During a simulation run the server goes through three states: “Idle”, “Busy” and 
“Setup”. The setup state is activated when server switch production from one part type to 
another. 

Sink. This atom is used to destroy all entities that are sent into it. It functions as the 
system border. In our model this atom shows the time when the last entity was destroyed. 

Stage Supervisor. This atom was developed for controlling the conditions of all 
system. It defines the time moment when the system changes one state to another (for 
example from PreRun to Run). This element gives individual identification number for every 
entity, which has been created in the system. 

These elements are shown on Figure 4.5. 

 

 

  
Figure 4.5. Basic elements of the system. 
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Double Buffer Structure. The double buffer structure is a simulation realisation of the 
controlled buffer technique proposed by Somlo [24]. Although, the DES model uses the same 
technique, the work of double buffer structure is different (see [41]). Now, let me give the 
detailed explanation of this method and give a discrete event formulation of the controlled 
buffer technique. 

The double buffer structure used consists of the “MainBuffer”, the “AuxBuffer”(short 
from Auxiliary Buffer) and two switchers V1 and V2 (see Figure. 4.6 a). The main aim of the 
AuxBuffer is to keep the demand rate when it is no entities at the input of the double buffer 
structure. The work of the double buffer structure can be explained by the following way (see 
[40] and [41]). 

When AuxBuffer is activated it delivers the parts to the input of MainBuffer with constant 
rate. This rate is called as demand rate di. Every part type has its own demand rate. 
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Figure 4.6. Double buffer structure and its work 
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Let us considered the double buffer structure of part type i at the input of the (j) machine. 
If it is no signal from machine (j-1) at the input of DoubleBuffer then switcher V2 is switched 
on and AuxBuffer goes to active state. This condition of double buffer structure we called as 
“active state” (see Figure. 4.6 b). This situation appears when machine (j-1) processing 
with parts of part type k . When machine (j-1) start to produce parts i these parts appear at the 
input of switcher V1 . V1 switch to channel 2 as AuxBuffer is not full. At the same time the 
switcher V2 is switched on and AuxBuffer goes on to send out parts. The processing rate of 
machine (j-1) is more then demand rate di .  
 

i
ji

d>
−1,

1
τ

 

 
It means that the content of AuxBuffer is growing and machine (j-1) compensates the 

spent parts in AuxBuffer. This state is called “compensation state” (see Figure. 4.6 c). 
When content of AuxBuffer reached the maximum capacity value the switcher V1 switch to 
channel 1 and V2 is switched off. The AuxBuffer is deactivated. All parts from out of 
previous machine go to the MainBuffer directly. This state of double buffer structure is called 
“inactive state” (see Figure. 4.6 d). During all production cycle the DoubleBuffer changes 
its states. This is the work of double buffer structure. 

From one side the maximum capacity of AuxBuffer should be enough for the longest time 
between two switches of V2. From another side this value should be minimum. The capacity 
has to be given before starting of the simulation process.   

Figure 4.7 shows the 2D model view of the developed in Taylor ED double buffer 
structure. You can see the elements of the model and connections between them. The 
elements “InputAux” and “DemandRateKeeper” represent the work of the switchers V1 and 
V2 sequentially. The element with the name “Opening of Small Buffer Output Switch” is the 
control element, which control the work of the double buffer structure model and states 
accordingly with the logic described above. At the bottom of the picture you can see the 
source and sink objects. This is sampling time mechanism.  

Figure 4.7 . Taylor ED realisation of the Controlled Buffer Technique. 
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Creating a model layout is the third step to building a model. To create a layout the 
modeller selects, drags, and drops atoms from the atom library onto the screen. The atoms can 
be sized and located on the screen with the mouse. 

Once a model is created, the next step is to connect the atoms and define the routing of 
products or entities (also atoms) flowing through the model. This is accomplished by 
attaching atoms through channels. Each atom may have multiple input channels and output 
channels. Routing is defined when the output channels of atoms are connected to the input 
channels of other atoms.  

The fifth step to model building in Taylor ED is to assign logic to each of the model's 
atoms. In this step, the modeller edits the parameter fields of each atom and, in so doing, 
defines the behaviour and functionality of each object-resource. The editing windows are 
opened by clicking on the atom in the layout. Right and left mouse clicks can open separate 
editing windows. Figure 4.8 shows the main editing window for server object parameters and 
sub window for editing the “Cycletime” parameter. 

 

Figure 4.8 . Editing of parameters. 
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4.4. EXPERIMENTATION WITH THE MODEL 
 
Once a model is created und logic is assigned to the atoms, the modeller can begin to 

simulate the model by running conditional scenarios in condensed time. 
Results from each simulation run can be viewed dynamically in 2D and 3D animation 

while the model is running. Taylor ED's animation includes a mouse navigator that allows the 
modeller to view multiple windows of the same model simultaneously, to zoom in and out of 
the model, and to rotate the view angle of each model while in 3D. 

Description of experiments and created models are available in [40], [2], [42] and [5]. 
In addition to the model's animation, results of each of the model's runs can be exported 

to external software programs through DDE, DLL, ODBC, SQL, or Windows Sockets 
connections. In our case we export data to the Excel program and build the process graphics 
in the LabVIEW. 

Usually, the lifecycle of a simulation model is as follows: a model was created, simulation 
scenarios are run, an analysis of the results is conducted, and, depending on the results, 
changes is made to the real-life system. In our case we should seek for some parameters of the 
system. The parameters of the simulation model are classified and enumerated bellow. 

 

 Given parameters 
     
     

 
 

 Parameters, defined before model creation: 
• Number of part types and machine tools. 
• Connection of the blocks, which is responsible for the path of row parts 

through the system. 
Defined or given before simulation run. 

• Processing times for every part of every part-type on every server. 
• Set-up times for machines. 
• Number of parts for every part type. 
• Maximal AuxBuffer and MainBuffer capacity. 
• Initial contents of MainBuffers 
• Demand Rates values. 

  

      

      

 

 Seeking parameters 
     
     

 
 

 • Maximal AuxBuffer and MainBuffer capacity. 
• Demand Rates values. 

  

      

      

 
You can see that some seeking parameters are those that should be given before 

simulation run. This fact leads to necessity to run the model again if the received results do 
not satisfy to the demands for the system. It can be very large number of simulation runs for 
the same model. 

But number of simulation runs can be reduced sufficiently. We can apply different 
theoretical results for determining values for some model parameters. For example, Somlo in 
his paper [24] gave method for determination demand rates. It is possible to give the 
maximum Main Buffer capacity the value which is equal the maximum number of parts. In 
this case the real needed Main buffer capacity will be equal to the maximum number of parts 
in the buffer during the simulation run.  
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I developed the Method of Independent Source for the elimination of influence the 
maximal AuxBuffer capacity on the system. 

 
 

4.5. METHOD OF INDEPENDENT SOURCE 
 
This is possible to maximum simplify the identification process of minimal Auxiliary 

Buffer capacity (see [41] ). Let us considered Figure 4.9. 
This is possible to see that auxiliary buffer is substituted by Source object. In discrete 

event simulation the source born parts to the system. The source like auxiliary buffer should 
keep demand rate di. It is means that source send out one part in a time interval δt . Where δt 
is  

id
t 1

=δ  

Let us describe the work of the independent source. When DoubleBuffer has signal at the 
input the switcher V2 is disconnected. 

Under “have input signal” I understand condition when new part arrives to the input of 
DoubleBuffer in a time interval tt δ≤∆ . The DoubleBuffer have not got input signal when 

tt δ≥∆ . 
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Figure. 4.9 . Method of Independent Source. 
When input signal is disappeared, machine (j-1) processing with part type k, the switcher 

V2 is connected and source is activated. At the same time the simulation program calculates 
number of produced parts (see Bar Chart on Figure 4.9 ).  When machine (j-1) starts to 
produce the part type i and these parts appear at the input of DoubleBuffer the switcher V2 is 
disconnected. The counter of produced part is getting to equal zero. This process repeats 
every time when input signal is disappeared from input of DoubleBuffer. The maximum 
number of produced parts by the source between two switching of V2 is the minimal 
Auxiliary Buffer capacity. 

This solution simplifies the determination process of minimal auxiliary buffer capacity 
and reduces number of simulation runs with the model. 
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4.6. MODELLING AND EXPERIMENTATION BY USING 
METHOD OF INDEPENDENT SOURCE 

 
When the Method of Independent Source is applied the maximum content of the Auxiliary 

buffer will be automatically determined. In this case the fifth step of the modelling process 
when the logic and some values should be given is changed.  

But the most significant benefits is achieved at the experiment step. Really, the minimal 
auxiliary buffer content is most sensitive parameter of the simulation model. If a value for any 
auxiliary buffer, which is given before simulation run, is incorrect (smaller then needed) the 
whole experiment should be done again. It leads to the bigger number of experimentation runs 
and loosing the time. 

Another big advantages of the Method of Independent Source is that this method gives 
possibility to investigate manufacturing process scheduled by hybrid dynamical approach on 
the Run state of production. Actually, for PreRun state or PostRun state a batch processing 
scheduling can be applied because the HDA is not optimal solution for these states (if the 
minimum completion of the maximum processing time was considered as optimisation 
criteria of the schedule ). 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CASE STUDIES AND GENERALIZED MODEL FOR 
HYBRID DYNAMICAL APPROACH TO FMS 

SCHEDULING 
 
 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
As it was mentioned in Chapter 4 a simulation program was developed and used for the 

investigation of manufacturing processes scheduled by HDA. The most important features of 
the program, used for HDA investigation, are: 

 
• Due to the discrete simulation nature of Taylor ED the real discrete part production 

process is modelled. 
• The system provides wide scope of demonstration opportunities. In this line 2D and 

3D animation, different graphical and numerical result presentation, etc., are 
available. 

• It is convenient and easy to change the system parameters and follow the effects of 
these changes. 

• Any time-slice of the work of the simulated manufacturing process is stored in excel 
based database and can be viewed and analyzed. 

 
A number of simulation studies were made based on the simulation models (see [42], 

[7]). For case studies, some typical manufacturing situations were examined (see [2], [44]). At 
the first case studies the number of parts was relatively low for making clear that HDA may 
be used not only in cases with extremely high numbers. Case studies with high number of 
parts were investigated too, to clarify the features of the manufacturing processes and for the 
investigation of periodic motions. Comparison with classical solutions was made in most of 
the cases. The case studies methodology is explained in paragraph 5.2. 

In all of these case studies the main aim was to investigate the following questions: 
• What is the effect of the demand rate choices? 
• How does the set-up times affect the processes? 
• What is the effect of initial conditions? 
• What is the effect of the choice of the switching policies? 
• How are the results related to the results of the classical scheduling methods? 
• etc. 
The answers to these questions as well as some results from case studies are given 

below.  
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Based on the case studies results the parameters characterising the manufacturing 

processes were formulated and discovered as well the relationships at these parameters. The 
basic results helped to formulate a Generalized Model for Hybrid Dynamical Approach to 
FMS Scheduling as follows below (see also [44], [43]). This theoretical approach leads to the 
better understanding of the HDA itself, to discover the connections between parameters of a 
manufacturing processes controlled by HDA and helps in farther theoretical and practical 
investigations of HDA. The description of this model is given in paragraph 5.3. 

 
 

5.2. CASE STUDIES 
Case studies were chosen as a base method for investigation in the frame of this research 

work. The discrete event simulation approach and modelling techniques were chosen as a base 
for the case studies. A general example of a case study is given below in subparagraph 5.2.1 . 
The main questions investigated during simulation runs on models are described there too. 

5.2.1. Overall Description 
 

The first step in a case study was to choose a manufacturing example to be modelled. 
For this purpose the mathematical model of manufacturing scheduling for HDA suggested by 
Somlo (see: [5], [9]) was used. The processing times and set-up times have been generated 
randomly. However, the value of set-up time, part flow through the system, number of part 
types and servers as well as number of parts in any part type has to satisfy to constraints 
described in the mathematical model. One of the investigated examples is given below in 
Table 1. 

Table 5.1. Processing routes and times 
Part Type i / Number of Parts n 

i=1 / n=300 i=2 / n=300 Operation 
Machine Time Machine Time 

1 1 0.3 3 0.1 
2 2 0.133 1 0.167 
3 3 0.2 2 0.367 
4 5 0.133 4 0.267 
5 - - - - 

Part Type i / Number of Parts n 
i=3 / n=350 i=4 / n=400 Operation 

Machine Time Machine Time 
1 1 0.171 2 0.175 
2 3 0.114 4 0.075 
3 5 0.229 1 0.2 
4 4 0.171 3 0.2 
5 2 0.114 5 0.125 
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Table 1 demonstrates the manufacturing sequences and processing times (in hours). 

The scheduling period was selected; Tsch=320 [hours]. Unique set-up time was used 
(δ=0.2[h]). 

A case study introduced in this paragraph is based on this manufacturing example. 
First, scheduling was performed using classical priority indices based heuristic method. 

FIFO and SLACK priority rules were used. The results are demonstrated in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1. Scheduling using FIFO and SLACK 

Analysing the results it can be clearly recognised that the task may be performed only 
with a significant delay. When using FIFO, the completion time is 490 [h], by SLACK 450 
[h]. 

As one can recognize some machines spend a lot of time in Idle state. The practical 
people understand that this situation may be improved significantly using overlapping 
production of parts. These highly effective procedures find important practical application in 
today’s industrial practice. But, as far as we know, not to many theoretical or methodological 
results are available in this field. The Hybrid Dynamical Approach provides the overlapping 
production automatically.  

Then, the HDA was used for scheduling. The processes were investigated by discrete 
simulation. In Figure 5.2, a fragment of GANTT diagrams for HDA is shown for the first 2 
servers. The GANTT diagrams for other servers are similar. This Figure shows that utilization 
of the servers is very high and overlapping production is executed.  
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Figure 5.2. HDA use for scheduling; GANTT diagram 
 
In the discrete simulation of the processes, the work organisation from the very beginning 

was modelled. That is, it was supposed that at t=0 all the buffers including the auxiliary ones 
were empty. A PreRun programming part, modelling the initial buffer filling up, and the 
PostRun programming part, modelling the final clearing of all of the buffers were also 
developed. The development of these programming parts was based on simple heuristic 
methods. 

The simulation investigations, where the manufacturing process is controlled by HDA 
during PreRun and PostRun states, have been done too. But experiments shown that HDA is 
not optimal there and classical heuristic methods give better results. 

For demonstration, in Figure 5.3, for part type 2 at the input of server 1 the buffer contents 
are shown. 
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Figure 5.3. Buffer contents for part type 2 
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The upper graph demonstrates the Main Buffer content through the production process 

and the graph on the bottom of the Figure demonstrates changes in Auxiliary buffer. 
Summarising the results of the case study the following finishing dates achieved: 
• Part type 1: 318 hours 15 minutes 02 seconds 
• Part type 2: 318 hours 26 minutes 53 seconds 
• Part type 3: 318 hours 59 minutes 45 seconds 
• Part type 4: 319 hours 22 minutes 19 seconds 
These results are much better than the 490 [h] and 450 [h] obtained when using FIFO 

and SLACK. The better results can be reached only due to the overlapping production. 
Let me comment the case study described above. The main issue for this comparison 

with these two classical methods was to demonstrate effect of HDA application. This 
experiment highlights the behaviour HDA and shows that HDA belongs to the family of 
scheduling methods which can fulfil overlapping production. The task when HDA should be 
compared with some modern method was not given to me. Let me mention that classical 
methods can be improved by applying different methods and algorithms. For example, one 
can apply genetic algorithms, divide batches on sub-batches and apply different scheduling 
rules, etc. . 

It is very interesting to note that the works are finished roughly at the same time for all 
of the parts and for all of the machine groups. This is the result of the given method of the 
demand rate determination and HDA provides this feature. It is possible only as the results of 
more switches for machines where the machine load is lower. 

Here, we understand on the machine load tml the total net machining time for all of the 
part types. This can be computed by equation (5.1): 

∑=
i

iiml nt τ , i= 1,2,…,I (5.1)

Figure 5.4 shows the machine load for every server for manufacturing example given 
in Table 1. A more detailed description of machine load factor and some aspects of usage of 
this factor for demand rate determination are considered in Somlo [45].  

The comparison of the results for batch processing and HDA scheduling helped to 
formulate the “Set of buffer contents” parameter of the generalized model. This parameter is 
described in paragraph 5.5 of this Chapter.  

For the investigation of the features of the processes a number of different cases of the 
system parameters were considered. More than 20 cases were studied where the system 
parameters of Table 5.1 were changed. The processing times have been changed randomly in 
9 cases. The set-up time value was changed in 4 cases and in the other cases the 
manufacturing sequences, number of part-types (parts as well) and machines was changed too 
(5 cases). In 3 cases the scheduling period was increased 3 times. This was made in order to 
have an opportunity to investigate the processes in a longer run. In all cases it was possible to 
find parameters with which the HDA could be applied. 
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Figure 5.4. Machine load 

 

5.2.2. List of Manufacturing Examples 
The manufacturing examples, which have been investigated during case studies, are given 

in this subchapter. The number of parts, processing times, the part flow, set-up times, number 
of part types and number of servers was changed from one simulation run to another. The 
manufacturing examples and some descriptions of the experiments are given here. 

Table 5.2. Processing routs and times 
Part Type i / Number of parts ni

i=1 / n1=300 i=2 / n2=300 Operation 
Machine Time [h] Machine Time [h] 

1 1 0.005 3 0.0016 
2 2 0.002 1 0.0028 
3 3 0.003 2 0.0061 
4 5 0.002 4 0.0045 
5 - - - - 

i=3 / n3=350 i=4 / n4=400  
Machine Time [h] Machine Time [h] 

1 1 0.0029 2 0.0029 
2 3 0.0019 4 0.0013 
3 5 0.0038 1 0.003 
4 4 0.0029 3 0.003 
5 2 0.0019 5 0.0021 
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For the manufacturing example given in Table 5.2 the following changes of the part flows 

and processing times have been done(see Table 5.3). 
Table 5.3. Table of changes 

Changes: Description 
(Part Type i:{…; Machine(Processing time);…}) 

Change 1 from  
i=3:{ 1(0.0029); 3(0.0019); 5(0.0038); 4(0.0029); 2(0.0019) } 
to  
i=3:{ 5(0.0029); 3(0.0019); 1(0.0038); 4(0.0029); 2(0.0019) } 

Change 2 from  
i=1:{ 1(0.005); 2(0.002); 3(0.003); 5(0.002) } 
i=3:{ 1(0.0029); 3(0.0019); 5(0.0038); 4(0.0029); 2(0.0019) } 
i=4:{ 2(0.0029); 4(0.0013); 1(0.003); 3(0.003); 5(0.0021) } 
to  
i=1:{ 5(0.005); 2(0.002); 3(0.003); 1(0.002) } 
i=3:{ 4(0.0029); 3(0.0019); 5(0.0038); 1(0.0029); 2(0.0019) } 
i=4:{ 1(0.0029); 4(0.0013); 2(0.003); 3(0.003); 5(0.0021) } 

Table 5.4 describes a manufacturing system with 5 part types and 5 machines.  
The result of the simulation runs in form of excel tables can be found on CD attached to 

this Dissertation. 
Table 5.4. Processing routs and times 

Part Type i / Number of parts ni

i=1 / n1=300 i=2 / n2=500 Operation 
Machine Time [h] Machine Time [h] 

1 3 2.6 3 0.6 
2 1 1.4 2 2.7 
3 2 0.9 4 3.1 
4 5 2.2 5 1.2 
5 - - 1 0.9 

i=3 / n3=1250 i=4 / n4=150  
Machine Time [h] Machine Time [h] 

1 2 2.1 3 1.1 
2 3 1.1 2 1.2 
3 4 2.2 4 2.1 
4 - - 5 0.7 
5 - - - - 

i=5 / n5=500   
Machine Time [h]   

1 1 1.2   
2 3 0.7   
3 2 2.3   
4 5 0.9   
5 4 1.8   
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For the manufacturing system given in Table 5.1 – Table 5.4 the following investigations 

have been done (see Table 5.5). 
Table 5.5. Experiments summary 

Investigation Experiments description Example used 
Investigation of the 
behaviour of the 
process: 

The number of parts for part types has been 
increased several times (x2, x3, x5 ). 

Table 5.1, Table 5.2, 
Table 5.3: (Change 
1, Change 2) 

Investigation of initial 
conditions 

Initial conditions have been changed in a 
wide range. For different buffers different 
values have been taken. The case, when 
initial conditions were equalled each other 
for all buffers, was investigated too. 

Table 5.1, Table 5.2, 
Table 5.3: (Change 
1, Change 2), Table 
5.4 

Set-up time influence The set-up value for the servers was 
increased step by step from value equal one 
processing time to value equal several and 
tens processing times. 

Table 5.1, Table 5.2 

Influence of demand 
rates 

The values for demand rates have been 
changed step by step from the lower border 
of the demand rate range till upper border 
of the range. It was found that HDA can be 
always applied if demand rate value is 
taken from the middle of the range. 

Table 5.1, Table 5.2 

Input strategy Two policies (input strategies) for the 
servers was investigated: CLB and CLW.  

Table 5.1, Table 5.2, 
Table 5.4 

 
In all of these experiments it was possible to find input parameters for which HDA can be 

implemented.  
The results of the simulation investigations have been formulated into Generalised Model 

for Hybrid Dynamical Approach which is described in the following paragraph. The 
description of the manufacturing process parameters (included into Generalised Model) as 
well as classification of these parameters can be found in paragraphs where generalised model 
for HDA is formulated and explained. 

 
 

5.3. GENERALIZED MODEL 
 

Let us formulate a generalized model for Hybrid Dynamical Approach to 
manufacturing processes scheduling. The simplified model, which describes the scope of 
manufacturing tasks for which HDA can be applied, is well formulated and described in the 
literature (see, for example, [5], [9], [2]). More detailed description about the scope of 
manufacturing scheduling tasks is given below in paragraph 5.4 .  

Let us suppose that our task belongs to the set of the systems which are described by 
simplified model and the Hybrid Dynamical Approach can be applied for the solution of 
scheduling problems. In this case the extended model can be formulated in the following way: 
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• Let us represent a manufacturing production process as “black box” which can be 

measured, estimated, controlled and characterized by different parameters. Because 
of the complexity of production processes the hybrid dynamical approach to 
manufacturing scheduling can be characterized not by one value for every 
parameter but by some set of parameters (values) of the same type.  

This statement needs in some comments. For example, the value for demand rate 
parameter of the ith part type can be chosen from the range {dimin;dimax}. The range of demand 
rate is determined by method suggested by Somlo [24]. The explicit value for di can be chosen 
by using equation (5.2) . 

)( minmaxmax ddkddi −−=  (5.2)
Where coefficient k may have any value from 0 till 1. The all-possible values of di can be 

considered as a set. It is subset of “Set of demand rates” which is parameter of generalized 
model. The whole parameter is built from subsets for every part type. 

Most of the parameters of the generalized model are sets. 
• Let us classify the different sets of parameters into three groups. The first group is 

the group of input parameters, which are determined by the process planning sub-
system of (CAPP - Computer Added Process Planning) and/or by technological 
constraints. Let us call this group as “hardly determined input parameters”. These 
parameters can not be changed for improving the behaviours of the production 
processes. There are two sets of these parameters: the “Set of processing times” 
and the “Set of set-up times”. In the next group are the sets of parameters which 
can be changed in some range for the improvement of the characteristics of the 
manufacturing processes. The “Set of input strategies”, “Set of demand rates” and 
“Set of initial conditions” belong to this group. The last group consist of “Set of 
buffer content”, “Set of auxiliary buffer content” and “Type of process”. There are 
output parameters of the manufacturing process. 

 
During the present investigations some of the relations among the parameters of the 

manufacturing process have been discovered. Some of these relations have been find 
theoretically and some of them have been find using simulation investigations. This fact gives 
possibility to extend the above-described model by the following statement: 

 
• It is possible that the changes in the set of some input parameters can have 

influence not only on manufacturing production process (characterized by output 
parameters) but also on another sets of input parameters.  

 
The graphical interpretation of this model is shown on Figure 5.5. The model is 

represented as circle-spoke diagram. The central circle represents the manufacturing 
production process which is scheduled by the hybrid dynamical approach. The circles around 
represent different sets of parameters and characteristics of production process. These 
relations are shown as arrow-headed lines on Figure 5.5. These lines show that the changes in 
one set can cause the changes in another sets. For example, the changes in the set of 
processing times can cause changes in the set of demand rate values (see Somlo [24]). The 
parameters and their discovered relations are discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 5.5. Generalized Model for HDA 

 

5.4. THE SCOPE OF MANUFACTURING TASKS 
 

As it was mentioned above the central circle of Figure 5.5 represents the manufacturing 
production processes. Let us formulate the scope of manufacturing scheduling tasks which are 
under consideration in the frame of the present work. More detailed description of the 
simplified mathematical model of the scheduling is available from Somlo [5]. Here are some 
statements which are connected with the type of manufacturing systems enumerated:  

• The task is to produce I different part types (J1,J2,J3,…,JI ; J1,J2 …. are the names of the 
part types) in given n1,n2,…nI number of pieces, during the given  time period, on the 
given production system. A part type will be identified with index i ( i=1,2,…I ). The 
production system consists of a given number of machine groups. These are denoted by 
M1,M2,…,MM ; where M – is the number of machine groups. In the following 
j=1,2,3,…,M;  will be used to indicate M1,M2,…,MM machine groups. The part types 
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processing order is given and may have any route among the machine groups. (The order 
of processing is determined by the manufacturing sequences planning sub-system of 
CAPP (Computer Added Process Planning).) It means that a general job shop type-
processing problem is considered, like in French [6].   

• Concerning the period of production, the case will be considered here when the production 
period is the same for all of the parts. The time of production is given by the time value 
“Tsch”. This value is, for example, the length of a shift, of a day, of the week, or so. (It is 
noteworthy that in practice the other case when the part types have individual production 
periods ( ri - release time, ddi - due date and (Tsch)i=ddi-ri production period) also occurs. 
In this case the processes become rather complicated.) 

• The capacity of the server (machine) is limited by the one part. Due to the discrete nature 
of production the server cannot start production of new part before finishing processing 
with previous one. The processing time of the server is determined as τij where i, indicates 
what part type on which (j) machines group has the given manufacturing time. This time is 
expressed in necessary machine group time units. (That is, if the machine group consists of 
Nj machines, the time necessary for one machine is divided by Nj.).  

• The server switch production to another part type when buffer content is zero. Every time 
when server changes production from one part type to another some time, which is called 
set up time, is involved. The choice of the buffer is determined by the switching law.  

In continuous case the server can switch production from one part type to another even if 
the buffer content is smaller then one part. 

• At hybrid dynamical approach the items (the individual parts) are introduced to the input 
buffer as continuous flows with given demand rates di. Where i is corresponded with part 
type. Due to the discrete nature of the process the demand rate is substituted by regular 
appearance of the parts with time interval 1/ di .  

• The goal of the solution of the scheduling problem is to get some allocation of all of the 
production sections in such a way that some performance measures satisfy given 
conditions. It is not easy to state objectivities in scheduling. They are numerous, complex 
and after conflicting. High number of works was dealing with this problem. Classical 
formulation was presented in French [6], where the following measures are considered: 

• Criteria based upon completion times. 
• Criteria based upon due dates. 
• Criteria based upon the inventory and utilization costs. 

 
Together with the above, the issues of tooling, fixturing, transportation, manipulation etc., 

should also be taken into attention. The minimisation of the maximum completion time will 
be considered as the performance measure in the present paper. 
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5.5. SET OF BUFFER CONTENTS 

 

The set of buffer contents is output parameter of manufacturing processes and can be 
changed only through another parameters. The content of every buffer have to be limited 
during production process. These parameters are affected not only by the input parameters 
like “Set of initial conditions”, “Set of demand rates” and “Input strategy” but also by another 
output parameter-“Type of process”. This is indirect relation between two sets of parameters. 

 Really, if the production process is unstable the number of parts (amplitude) in the buffer 
will increase during the time and if production time is big enough the number of parts in 
buffer could have very big value at the end of production. If the process is periodic the 
number of parts in the buffer will change periodically and the amplitude of these changes 
should have acceptable value. As one can recognise it is different from a batch processing 
where the number of the parts is determined by the size of the batch. 

When one applies batch processing for manufacturing scheduling all raw part are separated 
into batches according to the part types. A batch process is shown on the topside of Figure 
5.6. The server starts to produce one of the batches and produce them till last part of a batch is 
processed. The time of processing for one batch is Nlτlj . Every new sub-series starts after set-
up time (δlj, δrj on Figure 5.6.). The main features of the batch process are that the idle times 
for machines are possible and set-up time is involved only once for every part type on the 
same machine. The reason, which leads to the appearance of idle times is that no parts can be 
distributed to the input of the idle machine as the processing of the batch is not finished on 
previous machine. These idle times can be essential and take large amount of production time 
for some machines at the shop. 

When one applies the Hybrid Dynamical Approach for manufacturing scheduling the idle 
times are mainly excluded but the number of set-up times involved by machines are increased.  

By another word the Hybrid Dynamical Approach dynamically divides the series to sub-
series (nl

current – number of parts in sub-series, see Figure 5.6.) for every part type (see Somlo 
[24] ). The example of GANTT chart for one machine is shown on the bottom side of Figure 
5.6. There some legend is given too. 

It can be recognised that using the HDA dynamic division of series to sub-series and 
overlapping production can be realised. The production is overlapping, because the parts are 
continuously delivered to buffers and can be manufactured any time. On the base of the 
discussed above it is possible to extend the mathematical model of manufacturing scheduling 
tasks by the following (see Somlo [9]): 

 
• Any series of part types can be divided to sub-series on all of the servers 

ni=nij1+nij2+…nij(Lij), where (Lij) is the last index and the number of sub-series. 
• Any part after being processed on one server can go to the buffers of the next server. 

So, overlapping production of all of the series may be realized.  
Cleary, the condition of realization of the above is the automatization of the storing, 

handling (manipulation) and transportation processes. This is very much characteristic for 
modern manufacturing systems. 

The main characteristic of the batch process is that the summary unuseful time of the 
server consists of the idle time of server. When one applies the Hybrid Dynamical Approach 
the sum of set-up times of the server is the main component of summary unusefull time of the 
server. This is a characteristic feature of the Hybrid Dynamical Approach. 
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Figure 5.6. Manufacturing processes 

 
The main summary that one can do from outlined above is that the value of a set-up time 

should be small enough when it is compared with overall production time of the batch (Nlτlj) ( 
or with production time of sub-series (nl

currentτlj) ). Otherwise the machine will spend a lot of 
time without advantages for the production processes.  

 
 

5.6. SET OF AUXILIARY BUFFER CONTENTS 
 
The “Set of auxiliary buffer contents” is output parameter, too. As it was described above, 

the auxiliary buffers are filled up during the PreRun state of production. It is obvious that the 
maximum content of auxiliary buffer should be as small as possible. In this case the PreRun 
time or, by another words, pre production time will have minimal value. 

Let us explain the sense of this parameter. A part of the production system is shown on 
Figure 5.7. This part consists of two servers j-1 and j which process two part types k and i . 
Let us consider the time instance when the server j-1 is processing part type k. Number of 
parts inside the Main buffer of double buffer structure for part k is Zk,j-1 . According to Perkins 
Kumar [10] and [31] the server j-1 will work from buffer k during the time: 

kjk

njkjk
jk d

TZ
T

1,

1,1,
1, 1

)(

−

−−
− −

+
=∆

τ
τδ

 (5.3)

where τij is processing time for one part of type k and dk is demand rate for part type k. 
According to mathematical model proposed by Somlo [] the set-up time value is equal for 
every server and for every part type and is denoted in this equation as - δ .  

When server j-1 works from the buffer k there is no flow of parts at the input of double 
buffer structure for part type i at the input of server j (see right part of the Figure 5.7). The 
parts flow is kept from Auxiliary buffer with demand rate di . The number of parts naux

i,j in the 
Auxiliary buffer for part type i at the input of server j must be not smaller than:  
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( ) kjk

ij
aux dTn δ+∆≥ −1,  (5.4)

Where δ – is set-up time of server j-1 when content of the buffer Zk,j-1 is cleared up. The 
maximum number naux

i,j is the minimal auxiliary buffer content needed for this switching. 
Accordingly, the overall minimum auxiliary buffer content or minimal auxiliary buffer 
capacity is 

( )ij
aux

ij
aux nMaxN =  (5.5)

This parameter of Hybrid Dynamical Approach – “Set of auxiliary buffer content” is set of 
all possible values Naux

i,j for every auxiliary buffer in the manufacturing system.  
This parameter is under influence of the following input parameters: “Set of initial 

conditions”, “Set of demand rates” and “Input strategy”. One indirect relation between this 
parameter and -“ Type of process” exists, too.  

As it was discussed above if the production process is unstable the number of parts in the 
buffer (parameter Z in Equation (5.3) ) will increase during the time and the time of the 
server-clearing run (parameter ∆T in Equation (5.3) and (5.4) ) will be increased 
appropriately. In this case the minimum value of the auxiliary buffer content, which is needed 
for keeping demand rate, will grow too according to Equation (5.4). If the process is periodic 
the minimum needed auxiliary buffer content will not be changed.  
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Figure 5.7. Part of manufacturing system. 

 
 

5.7. TYPE OF PROCESS 
The “Type of process” is output parameter that characterise the dynamical behaviour of 

production process. This parameter is under influence of the following input parameters: “Set 
of demand rates”, “Input strategy” and “Set of processing times”.  
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This parameter can be estimated by measuring MainBuffer content which is part of “Set of 

buffer content” parameter. On Figure 5.8. one can see the changes of the buffer content 
during the time. There are two different cases: Convergent process to periodic motions 
(Figure 5.8a) and unstable process (Figure 5.8b).  
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Figure 5.8. Convergent process to periodic motions (a), unstable process (b). 

The most appropriate solution is stable process with periodic oscillations. In this case the 
convergent part does not exist or can be neglected. Although, convergent and unstable 
processes can be used too for real manufacturing tasks if production run is not very long.  

As it was described above this parameter (“Type of process”) has influence on “Set of 
buffer content” because the “Set of buffer content” is amplitude of periodic motions. Another 
output parameter of this generalized model which is under influence of “Type of process” is 
“Set of auxiliary buffer content”. This is due to the fact that the content of the auxiliary buffer 
dependent on content of the main buffer (see Equation (5.3) ).  

Let us concentrate our attention on the parameters that give influence on the “Type of 
process”. Perkins and Kumar [10] introduced so called machine load factor: 

iii dτρ =  (5.6)

as the load on the machine due to part type i. By another words ρ is the number of time 
units of work brought to the machine per time unit. If ρ is more than 1 then the machine builds 
up huge buffer levels which are then cleared up by the longer and longer production runs. 
Process is unstable. All discussed above about the machine load factor was formulated by 
Perkins and Kumar [10] in necessary condition of stability. According to this stability 
condition the machine load factor should be smaller then 1. 
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Figure 5.9. Particular case of convergent to periodic motions process 
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The simulation investigations shown that if ρ has very small value the buffer clearing runs 

of the machine will be shorter and shorter during production process. After some time the idle 
time of machine will have place. Figure 5.9 demonstrates the described above (Server 2 part 
type 4, for manufacturing example described in Table 5.2). From Figure one can see that this 
process is particular case of convergent to periodic motions.  

The “Set of processing times ” and the “Set of demand rates” parameters gives influence 
on the “Type of process” through machine load factor (see equation (5.6) ).  

 
 

5.8. HARDLY DETERMINED INPUT PARAMETERS 
As it was mentioned above, the “Set of processing times” and “Set of set-up values” are 

determined by the process planning sub-system of CAPP. For real application of HDA these 
parameters can not be changed but from theoretical point of view the questions like follows 
appears: What happens if the set-up time will be increased or decreased significantly? This 
question may have sense when set-up time is increased for some reason (break down of 
equipment, which lead to increase of the set-up time… ). . 

The changes in the “Set of processing times” means the change of the investigated 
manufacturing example. All input parameters in this case should be recalculated again (for 
example the “Set of demand rates”). In our investigation this parameter was considered as set 
of unchangeable values coming from CAPP, PPS.  

The investigation of the influence of set-up time value (δij) on parameters of manufacturing 
process was performed. The method of investigation was to perform case studies. The set-up 
value was changed in a wide range as it was described in paragraph 5.2.2 . The following 
results have been achieved: 

• If the set-up time values are very big relatively with processing time of one part 
(several tens or hundred times more) the HDA is not applicable (Obvious). 

• HDA can be widely implemented if the set-up time value (δij) is comparable with 
value of processing time at the machine (τij).  

After, more detailed investigation has been done to investigate character of dependency 
between buffer content value of periodic motions and set-up time value. The experiments are 
described in the table below (see Table 5.7). All experiments have been done for the 
manufacturing example given in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.7. Set-up time investigation 

Server No. 
Experiment 1. 

Set-up time 
value [min] 

Experiment 2. 
Set-up time 
value [min] 

Experiment 3. 
Set-up time 
value [min] 

Experiment 4. 
Set-up time 
value [min] 

Experiment 5. 
Set-up time 
value [min] 

1 12 36 60 12 120 
2 12 36 60 0 60 
3 12 36 60 48 60 
4 12 36 60 120 240 
5 12 36 60 96 360 

 
Figure 5.10 demonstrates the graphs for buffer content for part type 1 of server 1. The first 

picture demonstrates the changes of buffer content for Experiment 1, the second for 
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Experiment 2 and the third for Experiment 3 (see Table 5.7). As one can see that increasing of 
set-up time value leads to increasing the number of parts during periodic motions. The 
dependency is approximately linear. The experiments do not show explicit linear dependency 
due to the discrete nature of process. If the continuous calculations are applied the linear 
dependency can be seen exactly ( see [46]).  
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Figure 5.10. Buffer content for periodic motions and set-up time value 

Really, at the right picture (see Figure 5.10) the amplitude of periodic motions is 9 and the 
set-up time value is equal 12 minutes. For the central graph the set-up value was increased in 
3 times. For this case the amplitude is equal 25. Theoretically, The amplitude should be 
9x3=27 pieces. At the left graph the set-up time was increased till 60 (12x5) minutes. The 
amplitude is 43 in this case. This value is near to 9x5=45. 

It is possible to summarise the discussed above into the following statements: 

• It turned out that there exists a direct relation between the amplitude of periodic 
motions and set-up time value. It means that increasing of a set-up value leads to 
increasing the buffer content for periodic motions. 

• Discovered dependency has linear character. 

These facts may have some theoretical basis for lower order systems (lower number of part 
types and machine groups).  

In experiments 4 and 5 (see Table 5.7) the different set-up times were taken for every 
server. It was found out that the amplitude of periodic motions for a server depends on set-up 
time value for this server and does not depend on set-up time values of another servers. It 
gives possibility to consider every server in isolation for determination of amplitudes of 
periodic motions. The following statements can be added to given above: 

• Set-up value for server “A” does not give any influence on buffer contents for 
server “B”. 

• Amplitude of the periodic motions can be determined if server considered in 
isolation. 

This parameter of the generalized model (“Set of set-up values”) has influence only on 
“Set of buffer content”.  

 
 

5.9. INPUT STRATEGY 
During simulation only two switching policy Clear the Largest Buffer (CLB) and Clear 

the Largest Work (CLW) were investigated. It was found out that HDA can be applied by 
using both of them. We suppose that CLB and CLW are enough.  
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The most experiments have been done accordingly with CLB policy. This policy dose not 

need any computations and can be realised in real manufacturing production on the base of 
buffer contents information.  

Yes of course in the future another policies can be applied. An investigation of different 
policies is outside of this Dissertation, but this field is very good for the future investigations. 

This parameter has influence on all output parameters of the generalised model and on the 
“Set of initial conditions”. When CLB policy is applied the value of initial content is 
represented in number of parts, but when CLW is applied the initial content is calculated in 
time units. For example, if a server in some time moment should choose between buffer A (5 
pieces and 1 time unit of work for every piece) and buffer B (2 pieces and 5 time units of 
work for every piece) the buffer A will be chosen when CLB is applied and buffer B when 
CLW is applied.  

 
 

5.10. SET OF DEMAND RATES 
The “Set of demand rates” is parameter of generalized model which contains the demand 

rate ranges for all part types. 
The method for determination of a demand rate range was deeply discussed in Chapter 3. 

This method was widely used during case studies. The case studies shown that when the 
demand rate value is taken from the middle area of the demand rate range the HDA is 
applicable. 

It is clear that HDA will give the maximum efficiency when a demand rate value is near to 
the upper border of the demand rate range. This is true because then higher the speed of parts 
flow then earlier the production process will be finished. The simulation experiments have 
shown that if demand rate value is taken very close (or equal) to the upper border of the 
demand rate range the manufacturing process becomes unstable. This is due to that suggested 
method does not take into consideration the set-up times.  

During case studies we changed the demand rate values in large range. Let us choose a 
demand rate for every part type i as 0.9{di 

min, di 
max}. On the Figure 5.11 the changes of the 

Auxiliary and Main buffer contents through the time for Part Type 2 of the Server 1 are 
shown. The pictures for another part types are similar. One can recognize that process 
becomes unstable - the number of parts in Main buffers grows. One can also recognize that 
more and more parts in Auxiliary buffer are needed for keeping demand rate at the input of 
Main buffer.  

The explicit demand rate value can be taken accordingly with equation (5.7), where k is 
coefficient which is 0≤k<1.  

di=di
min+k(di

max-di
min) (5.7)
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Figure 5.11. Effect of the demand rate choices 

When demand rate is near to lower border of the demand rate range k=0 (see Figure 5.12) 
the idle times of the machines can take place. In this case the graph of changes of the buffer 
content during the time is similar to Figure 5.9 . This is not desirable due to the efficiency of 
the production process. If k =1 then di belongs to the upper border of the range but production 
process is unstable. The maximum value of the demand rate, for which production process 
will be stable, lays inside of demand rate range. Let us call the value of k which corresponds 
to maximum value of demand rate as kkr and call this demand rate as “practical upper border”. 
There was not any algorithm for determination of practical upper border. 
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Figure. 5.12 The demand rate range  

I developed and implemented an algorithm for finding practical upper border value 
for demand rate. 

This algorithm is following. At the first step one should enter technological 
constraints like processing times of the servers, technological routs of part types through 
manufacturing system and time of scheduling. At the second step di

max and di
min are 
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calculated accordingly with Somlo [24]. The third step is calculation of di for k=0.5 
accordingly with equation (5.7). Let us call this demand rate value as di

current . Then a 
simulation run is fulfilled.  

If simulation shows that process is stable and output parameters of the process are 
acceptable then let di

min= di
current and go to the third step. These calculations are going on till 

simulation will show that process is unstable.  
If process is unstable then di

max= di
current and new di

current is calculated accordingly with 
equation (5.7).  

Let us introduce the sensitivity parameter µ . This parameter should be given at the 
first step of algorithm.  

The end condition of calculation is when sensitivity parameter µ is smaller or equal 

value minmax

11

ii dd
− .  

This parameter - “Set of demand rates” has influence on all output parameters of 
generalized model. 

 
 

5.11. SET OF INITIAL CONDITIONS 
As it was told above, the initial conditions are: the number of parts in buffers at the time 

moment of start of the production processes. 
What is the influence of the initial conditions on the production process? The first 

parameter that is under influence of initial conditions and will be considered here is the “Set 
of buffer contents”. Really, at the start of the production the content of every buffer Zij is 
determined only by initial conditions. By another words Zij

start=Z0
ij . Although with the start of 

production process is everything clear but the open question is what is influence of initial 
conditions at the middle part of process? Do initial conditions determine the average number 
of parts in the buffer during production run? What is the influence of initial conditions on the 
type of process (or on parameters of periodic regimes established in the system)? These 
questions have not been investigated in the literature. In the frame of the current research 
work the simulation investigation of the effect of the initial conditions was done. It was found 
that the average buffer content is independent from initial conditions, the initial conditions do 
not give any influence on the “Type of process”. After some transient mode the maximum 
number of parts (or average number of parts) in the buffer is about the value determined by 
another parameters. Mainly, this value is determined by the “Set of demand rates” and by the 
“Set of processing times”. The “Set of set-up values” has strong influence too. The simulation 
shows that the initial conditions determine the transient modes for production process and 
give influence on the buffer contents only during some initial time. Figure 5.13 demonstrates 
transient and periodic modes for production process. The given graph is for buffer content of 
part type 2 at the input of server 1 (see Table 5.1). But the change of the content of every 
buffer is similar. On the left side the initial condition value is 1 and at the right side the initial 
condition has value 15. 
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Figure 5.13. Initial conditions and buffer contents 

 
As one can see from Figure 5.13 the initial conditions do not give any influence on buffer 

content after transient mode. When transient mode is finished the maximum buffer content 
has the value determined by parameters enumerated above. Let us call this value as process-
determined value. For the case shown on Figure 5.13 this value is equal 10.  

The “Set of initial conditions” gives influence on the “Set of auxiliary buffer content”. This 
influence is similar to the influence on the “Set of buffer contents” described above. This 
influence exists only during some transient time. The graphs for the influence of initial 
conditions on the auxiliary buffer contents are shown below on Figure 5.14. As one can 
recognise the number of parts needed in auxiliary buffer is the same for periodic mode of the 
production process. For the upper graph of Figure 5.14 the initial condition is equal 1 and 
equal 15 for the lower graph. 

The time on the graphs of Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 starts from some not zero value. 
This is because some time is needed for pre-filling the buffers with some initial value. It was 
made during PreRun state. 

The theoretical connection between initial conditions and auxiliary buffer content can be 
found through Equation (5.3). When production process starts (Run state) the number of parts 
in the main buffer is Zk,j-1(Tn)=Z0

 k,j-1 . In this case according to Equation (5.4) the initial 
conditions will determine the minimal needed auxiliary buffer content at the beginning of 
production run. 
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Figure 5.14. Initial conditions and auxiliary buffer contents 

The results of the investigation of the “Set of initial conditions” parameter are given below: 
• The initial conditions do not give any global influence on the characteristics (buffer 

contents, auxiliary buffer contents and type of process) of the production process but 
lead to appearance of transient modes.  

• By increasing or decreasing the values of initial conditions it is possible to change the 
transient time for production process. It can be useful if one wants to produce in 
transient mode. This possibility is not covered in the frame of present work. 

• It is possible to avoid (or reduce the time) the transient mode if the initial condition for 
every main buffer is around its process-determined value. 

• When the number of parts in the series is limited the bigger initial conditions reduce the 
number of switching of the servers during production process. But very big values for 
initial conditions are undesirable as their lead to increasing of auxiliary buffer contents. 

• Initial conditions gives possibility to start the production process from pre-chosen part 
type accordingly with used input strategy of servers. 

 
 

5.12. UTILIZATION OF THE GENERALIZED MODEL 
 
The Generalized Model of HDA leads to better understanding of the processes inside 

manufacturing systems scheduled by hybrid dynamical approach. It shows clearly the 
parameters of the process and relationships among them. The following algorithm for the 
practical application of HDA can be suggested on the base of Generalised Model. 
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Step 1. At this step manufacturing production task is analysed using mathematical model. 

At this step the real manufacturing task is compared with mathematical abstraction. If real 
system satisfies to the model then step 2 is involved. If not the HDA is not applicable for 
investigated task. The following parameters of generalized model are determined (loaded 
from CAPP) at this step: “Set of processing times” and “Set of set-up values”. 

Step 2. The switching policy ( or “Input strategy” parameter of generalised model) is 
chosen at this step. Any of two policies CLB and CLW can be applied. Another rules can be 
considered in the future but these investigations are outside of this dissertation. When 
switching policy for servers is chosen the next step is involved. 

Step 3. At this step the demand rate range for every part type is determined and explicit 
demand rate value for every part type is chosen. If for some part type the demand rate range is 
not exist then HDA is not applicable. The set of all chosen demand rate values is parameter of 
generalised model – “Set of demand rates”. When this parameter is determined the next step 
follows. 

Step 4. At this step the initial content for every buffer is chosen. As it is discussed above 
the production process controlled by HDA consists of two modes. There are transient and 
periodic modes. Both of them can be chosen for production. If one wants to use periodic mode 
then initial conditions should be taken near to process determined value. If initial condition 
are taken very far from process determined value then longer is transient mode. The choice of 
the initial conditions gives us possibility to use the transient mode of the production process 
(see paragraph above).  

The process determined value can be found by running simulation or computation model of 
manufacturing system. 

 
 

5.13. RESULTS AND BENEFITS 
 
The following conclusions can be made: 
• The condition of applying the HDA is according to simulation investigation is 

determination of the proper demand rate and controlled buffer technique for multi 
machine production case. 

• Application of the HDA makes strong basis for overlapping production. This is essence 
of this method. This turns out to the global optimum if the Johnson criteria is taken as 
performance measure.  

• For manufacturing systems scheduled by HDA the periodic motions are characteristics. 
As the results shows the periodic motions can be investigated by discrete event 
simulation and case studies gives very good examples. The periodic parts of the 
motions are suited for the production. In some cases the transient modes can be used 
too. 

Let us make some experimental analyze of the behavior of HDA. From the generalized 
model two questions can come to mind. If the behavior of HDA is independent from initial 
conditions what happens with process characteristics when some parts are added into the input 
buffer when periodic motions are reached? What happens with process if machine break down 
will have place?  
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The first question is connected with stability of manufacturing system in periodic mode 

(when periodic motions are reached) to perturbation influences. Under perturbation influence 
let us understand increasing number of parts in the main buffer at the input of a server which 
is not connected with production process of the manufacturing system. For example some 
parts are arrived from outside of the system. Let us suppose that these perturbations have 
occasional character. This situation can have place when two or more production lines 
produce the same product in parallel way and one of the production lines have been stopped 
for some reason (machine break down). In this case, the parts which are not entered into 
manufacturing system can be easily re-assignment for another line. Parts, which are partly 
processed and stored in input buffers of the machine tools, can be moved into buffers of the 
corresponding machine in parallel line. It will cause the transient mode in the line which 
received perturbation influence. After this transient mode the manufacturing process will have 
the same periodic motions as before. The process is shown on Figure 5.15 . The upper graph 
shows the changes of input buffers of the server in case of normal work of the manufacturing 
system. Then simulation run when perturbation influence exists was done. The chart for this 
case is given below. One can see that after some transient mode the periodic state of the 
system is reached. 
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Figure 5.15. Parts coming from parallel manufacturing line 

Let us consider the second question. Let us consider short, occasionally break downs 
when machine down time is n-times more than processing time of one part. In our case n was 
taken from 1 till 100. In manufacturing scheduling machine break downs can be handled but 
any solution is state of the art. HDA can handle it automatically. The needed auxiliary buffer 
content can be planned according with possible machine break down time. In this case if 
break down is happened a manufacturing system will consider it as perturbation influence and 
handle it automatically. The manufacturing line can go on its operation and re-scheduling is 
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not needed in this case. The process is shown on Figure 5.16 . Figure 5.16a shows the output 
of the server, which was down for some time, and Figure 5.16b shows changes of the buffers’ 
contents at the input of this server.  
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Figure 5.16. Machine breakdown case 
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NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS 
 
 

6.1. THE NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE WORK 

Thesis 1 

I developed a model of FMS controlled by the Hybrid Dynamical 
Approach. I called this model as a Generalized Model of the Hybrid 
Dynamical Approach application. The developed model is suitable for 
continuous and discrete cases. This model contains all parameters of 
the manufacturing process scheduled by HDA and describes 
relationships among parameters. The algorithm of the application of 
this model is developed as well.  

I performed a high number of simulation experiments. More then 20 case studies on 
different manufacturing examples were investigated. On the base of these investigations the 
behaviour of production processes scheduled by Hybrid Dynamical Approach have been 
clarified and parameters of processes have been discovered and formulated. 

Thesis 2 
I developed a mathematical model for the application of the hybrid 

dynamical approach for discrete manufacturing process. This model 
is applicable for solving a general job-shop class of scheduling 
problems in FMS. 

I have shown that for the general job-shop class of problems there 
exist sets of initial conditions for buffer contents and sets of auxiliary 
buffer contents, which at the given method of determination of 
demand rates, provide successful application of Hybrid Dynamical 
Approach to FMS scheduling. For that I used discrete event 
simulation techniques and developed the suitable simulation system. 

Hybrid Dynamical Approach is one of the most promising one’s for the solution of 
FMS Scheduling problems. New proposals were obtained for the determination of one of the 
basic parameters - the demand rate (Somlo [24]), also a new proposal the control Buffer 
Technique was proposed for effective use of the method. But it was not clear whether the 
above proposals could really be applied for the solution of practical tasks. I used the methods 
of computer simulation and case studies. 

For successful application of these methods the continuous mathematical model of HDA 
scheduling have been modified. 
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Thesis 3 
I investigated and formulated processes in manufacturing systems 

controlled by HDA in case of discrete production process.  
I modified the Control Buffer Technique (CBT) to make it 

applicable for discrete case. I interpreted the work of CBT as work of 
double buffer structure. This structure is a discrete representation of 
the CBT.  

I developed new algorithms, which give possibility to build discrete 
event simulation models. These models have been realized in Taylor 
Enterprise Dynamics simulation software and were used as base for 
simulation investigation.  

Although previous proposers have suggested some ideas about the realization of the 
Hybrid Dynamical Approach for manufacturing scheduling the task was not clearly 
formulated. My formulation gives clear understanding of the processes inside manufacturing 
system and was used for development of algorithms. 

The discrete event simulation was chosen as main instrument for investigation of the 
Hybrid Dynamical Approach as this method can clarify the discrete nature of the real 
manufacturing process.  

Thesis 4 
In the frame of the simulation investigations I found a special 

method for the determination of maximum auxiliary buffer capacity. I 
called this method as Method of Independent Source. 

I developed and implemented an algorithm that gives possibility to 
effectively use the Method of Independent Source for investigation of 
Manufacturing Scheduling by Hybrid Dynamical Approach.  

Although previous proposers suggested to use Auxiliary Buffers for the realization of 
Hybrid Dynamical Approach they had no idea about what maximum capacity Auxiliary 
Buffer should be used. My method was realized and a simulation model, which used this 
method was created. 

The realization of this method gives possibility to sufficiently decrease the number of 
simulation cycles and the time of every cycle during the simulation run.  

Thesis 5 
In the frame of working idea for the determination of the demand 

rate range I developed and realized an algorithm for finding the upper 
demand rate value which satisfies the condition of stability of 
scheduling policy.  

Using Somlo’s method [24] of demand rate range determination, I developed and 
implemented an algorithm for finding the upper demand rate value.  
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6.2. SCOPE OF THE POSSIBLE FUTURE WORK 
Several extensions and directions in investigation of HDA remain to be investigated. 

Among these extensions and directions the following should be mentioned: 
1. Another input strategy for servers can be investigated and achieved results can be 

compared with each other.  
2. In the present research work the demand rate values have been chosen as constant 

values for all servers for one part type. Taking different demand rate values for the 
same part type at the servers can be investigated too. 

3. Investigations of dynamical changes of demand rate values during production process 
can be done. A special algorithm can be developed for this case. 

4. Releasing some of the assumptions that have been made for considered manufacturing 
tasks e.g. every job visits each machine only once. Since in some practical cases a job 
may be processed by machine more than once. 

5. Consideration different set-up time values for every server or for every production 
change of the server from one part type to another.   
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AESOP Corp.  
Stuttgart, Germany 

SIMPLE++ Modeling, production, 
logistics, transportation  √ √ √ 

AT&T Istel  
Beachwood, OH 

PROVISA Finite capacity 
scheduling for discrete, 
process, continuous, 
batch environments 

 √  √ 

  WITNESS Discrete and continuous 
process environments & 
service 

√  √  

AutoSimulations  
Bountiful, UT 

Automod Discrete event simulation  √ √ √ 

Averill M. Law  
& Associates 
Tucson, AZ  

UniFit II Simulation input 
modeling, fitting 
probability distributions 
to data 

    

CMS Research, 
Inc.  
Oshkosh, WI 

MAST  
Simulation 
Environmen
t 

Factory cells, flexible  
manufacturing √ √ √  

Decision Insight, 
Inc.  
Mississauga, 
Ontario 

SIMUL 8 General purpose, discrete 
and continuous 
simulation √ √ √  

Deneb Robotics, 
Inc.  
Auburn Hills, MI 

ENVISION Automated or human 
work cells √  √  

  IGRIP Robotic work cells √  √  

  TELEGRIP Robot & device 
controllers √  √  
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  UltraArc Arc-welding work cells √  √  

  UltraFinish Robotic surface finishing 
applications √  √  

  UltraPaint Painting work cells √  √  

  UltraSpot Spot-welding work cells √  √  

  VIRTUAL 
NC 

Machine tool & NC 
controllers √  √  

F&H Simulations, 
Inc  
Orem, UT 

Taylor ED 
Simulation 
5.0 

Mfg., material handling, 
warehousing & distrib., 
service syst., healthcare, 
BPR 

√ √ √ √ 

High 
Performance 
Syst. Hanover, 
NH  

ithink BPR, TQM, healthcare, 
other business processes 

    

Imagine That!, Inc.  
San Jose, CA 

Extend   √ √ √ √ 

  Extend+BP
R 

BPR, TQM, ABC, work 
flow, financial & 
strategic  
planning, econometrics, 
invest. analysis, project 
mgmt 

√ √ √ √ 

  Extend + 
manufacturi
ng 

Indust. & commercial 
modeling, OR, mfg. 
oper. & design, 
networking, queue & 
server systems 

√ √ √ √ 

Micro Analysis & 
Design Inc.  
Boulder, CO  

Micro Saint Human factors, mfg. 
BPR, healthcare, service 
industry 

    

Minuteman 
Software  
Stow, MA 

GPSS/PC General purpose 
simulation √ √ √ √ 

  GPSS/PC  
EMS 

General purpose 
simulation √ √ √ √ 

  GPSS 
World 

General purpose 
simulation √ √ √ √ 
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Pritsker 
Corporation  
Indianapolis, IN 

FACTOR/A
IM 

Discrete & batch 
manufacturing √ √ √ √ 

  PACKAGIN
G 

Food & beverage 
packaging and process √  √  

  SLAM-
SYSTEM 

All industries √  √  

PROMODEL 
Corp.  
Orem, UT 

MedModel Cap. analysis, patient 
sched., process sequenc., 
staff planning, personnel 
scheduling, resource 
planning, emerg. serv. 
planning 

√  √  

  ProModel Mfg, pharmaceuticals, 
semicond, waste proc, 
nuclear engery, 
automotive aero, 
electron, transportation 

√ √ √ √ 

  ServiceMod
el 

Work flow management, 
process modeling, 
reengineering, staffing, 
logistics 

√  √  

Syst.Modeling 
Corp.  
Sewickley, PA 

Arena BPR, semiconductor, 
activity based costing, 
mfg, warehousing, dist., 
healthcare, pharma -
ceuticals, communication 

√ √ √ √ 

  SIMAN/  
Cinema 

Mfg., inventory mgmt., 
shop scheduling, cost 
analysis,warehousing, 
distribution, airlines, 
communications 

√ √ √ √ 

Wolverine 
Software  
Corporation 
Annandale, VA 

Proof 
Animation  
Graphics 
Syst. 

Queuing, manufacturing, 
material handling, 
telecommunications, 
computer, process flow, 
BPR, healthcare systems 

√  √  

  Wolverine 
GPSS/H  
Simulation 
System 

General, queuing, 
manufacturing, material 
handling, 
telecommunications, 
computer, process flow, 
BPR, healthcare systems 

√ √ √ √ 
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Ph.D. ÉRTEKEZÉS TARTALMI ÖSSZEFOGLALÓJA  

Szerző:  Anufriev Alexander 
Cím:  RUGALMAS GYÁRTÓRENDSZEREK HIBRID-DINAMIKUS 

MÓDSZERREL VALÓ ÜTEMEZÉSÉNEK IMPLEMENTÁLÁSI 
PROBLÉMÁI 

 
 

Az elmúlt években számos kutatás foglalkozott rugalmas gyártórendszerek 
ütemezési problémáinak megoldásával a hibrid dinamikus (átkapcsolt szerver) módszer 
(Hybrid Dynamical Approach - HDA) alkalmazásával. Vizsgálat tárgyát képezték az 
ütemezési stratégia stabilitás-jellemzői, a gyártási igény meghatározás, valamint a 
többgépes esetekben az  alkalmazhatóság kérdései. Ez utóbbi probléma megoldásáról a 
jelen értekezés az irányított buffer technikát tárgyalja. Folyamatos rendszerekre 
valamennyi  témában  sikereket értek el. A jelen munka célja olyan módszer 
kidolgozása, amely diszkrét gyártási esetekre ad megoldást a hibrid dinamikus módszer 
alkalmazására. 

 
A jelen értekezésben javaslatot teszek diszkrét gyártási  rendszerek hibrid dinamikus 

módszerű ütemezésének vizsgálatára diszkrét esemény szimulációval. Esetünkben, a 
szimuláció alkalmazása a gyártási rendszer vizsgálatára azért előnyös, mert   a valós  
gyártási rendszer –valamint azokon belüli folyamatok  jellemzőit explicit módon 
írhatjuk le általa. A diszkrét szimuláció sikeres alkalmazásához  matematikai modellt 
fejlesztettem ki, és a HDA implementálásához  kifejlesztettem  egy diszkrét esemény-
szimulációs rendszert. 

Bemutattam, hogy általános „job-shop” jellegű problémáknál a buffer-tartalmakra és 
kiegészítő buffer-tartalmakra léteznek olyan kezdeti feltétel-halmazok,  amelyek a 
gyártási igény adott módszerű meghatározásakor biztosítjak a sikeres alkalmazást. 

 Jelentős mennyiségű szimulációs kísérletet végeztem el. Több mint 20 
esettanulmányt értékeltem ki. Ezen vizsgálatok alapján  kidolgoztam egy a hibrid 
dinamikus megközelítésű általános modellt, amely a HDA által ütemezett gyártás  
valamennyi paraméterét tartalmazza, és leírja a paraméterek közötti kapcsolatrendszert. 
Ezen modell alkalmazásának  algoritmusát is kidolgoztam. 

Megvizsgáltam és formalizáltam diszkrét termeléskor a HDA által irányított gyártás 
folyamatait. Módosítottam az irányított buffer technikát (Controlled Buffer Technique - 
CBT), hogy alkalmassá váljon diszkrét események kezelésére, és a CBT munkáját, mint 
kétszeres bufferelt  struktúrát jellemeztem.  Ez a struktúra a CBT egy diszkrét 
reprezentációja.  

A szimulációs vizsgálatok keretében rátaláltam egy megoldást jelentő speciális 
módszerre, amellyel a maximális kiegészítő buffer kapacitás meghatározható. Ezt a 
módszert “Method of Independent Source”, független források módszerének neveztem 
el.  

A kidolgozott esettanulmányok bemutatják, hogy a HDA alkalmazható diszkrét 
gyártási folyamatok ütemezésére. 

A disszertáció  összefoglalja a jelenlegi világ-szinvonalat és ezen területen végzett 
többéves munkámat.  
 



  

 

SUMMARY OF Ph.D. DISSERTATION  

Author:  Anufriev Alexander 
Title:  Implementation Problems of the Hybrid Dynamical Approach to FMS 

Scheduling 
 
 

In the recent years, many efforts have been made in the field of application of the 
hybrid dynamical approach to manufacturing systems scheduling. The questions 
connected with the stability of scheduling policy; demand rate determination and 
application for multi-machine case (controlled buffer technique) have been investigated. 
All previous results have been achieved for continuous systems. There is no guaranty 
that those are valid in discrete case. The goal of the present work was to develop 
methods and devices for application of hybrid dynamical approach (HDA) in discrete 
case.  

It is proposed in the present Thesis to investigate the application of the Hybrid 
Dynamical Approach for manufacturing systems scheduling by discrete event 
simulation. The use of the simulation method for the investigation of manufacturing 
systems is desirable in our case as it gives the possibility to describe explicitly the real 
manufacturing system performances and all processes inside it. For successful 
application of the discrete simulation I developed mathematical model for the discrete 
simulation of the hybrid dynamical approach and developed discrete event simulation 
system for implementation of HDA. I have shown that for the general job-shop class of 
problems there exist sets of initial conditions for buffer contents and sets of auxiliary 
buffer contents, which at the given method of determination of demand rates, provide 
successful application of Hybrid Dynamical Approach to FMS scheduling. 

I have done a number of simulation experiments. More then 20 case studies on 
different manufacturing examples were investigated. On the base of these investigations 
I developed a Generalized Model of Hybrid Dynamical Approach application that 
contain all parameters of the manufacturing process scheduled by HDA and describe 
relationships among parameters. The algorithm of the application of this model is 
developed as well. 

I investigated and formulated processes in manufacturing systems controlled by 
HDA in case of discrete production process. I modified the Controlled Buffer 
Technique (CBT) to make it applicable for discrete case and interpreted the work of 
CBT as work of double buffer structure. This structure is a discrete representation of the 
CBT.  

In the frame of the simulation investigations I found a special method for the 
determination of maximum auxiliary buffer capacity. I called this method as Method of 
Independent Source. 

The case studies, which have been done, show that HDA can be applied for 
scheduling of discrete manufacturing processes. 

This dissertation summaries the state of the art and also my work done on these 
topics during the past years.  

 

 

  



 
 

SHORT SUMMARY  

Author:  Anufriev Alexander 
Title:  Implementation Problems of the Hybrid Dynamical Approach to FMS 

Scheduling 
 
 

In the recent years many efforts have been made in the field of application hybrid 
dynamical approach to manufacturing systems scheduling. The questions connected 
with stability of the processes; demand rate determinations and application for multi-
machine case (controlled buffer technique) have been investigated. All previous results 
have been achieved for continuous systems. There is no guaranty that those are valid in 
discrete cases and processes. The goal of the present work was to develop methods and 
devices for application of Hybrid Dynamical Approach (HDA) in discrete case. The 
methods of investigation were discrete event simulation and case studies. The case 
studies, which have been done, shows effectiveness of developed tools and methods 
and that HDA can be applied for scheduling of discrete manufacturing processes. 

 



  

 

Ph.D. ÉRTEKEZÉS  

Author:  Anufriev Alexander 
Title:  RUGALMAS GYÁRTÓRENDSZEREK HIBRID-DINAMIKUS 

MÓDSZERREL VALÓ ÜTEMEZÉSÉNEK IMPLEMENTÁLÁSI 
PROBLÉMÁI 

 

Az elmúlt években számos kutatás foglalkozott rugalmas gyártórendszerek 
ütemezési problémáinak megoldásával a hibrid dinamikus (átkapcsolt szerver) módszer 
(hda) alkalmazásával. Vizsgálat tárgyát képezték az ütemezési stratégia stabilitás-
jellemzői, a gyártási igény meghatározás, valamint a többgépes esetekben az  
alkalmazhatóság kérdései. Ez utóbbi probléma megoldásáról a jelen értekezés az 
irányított buffer technikát tárgyalja. Folyamatos rendszerekre valamennyi  témában  
sikereket értek el. Nincs azonban garancia arra nézve, hogy  azok érvényesek diszkrét 
folyamatokra és esetekre is.  A jelen munka célja olyan módszer kidolgozása, amely 
diszkrét gyártási esetekre ad megoldást a hibrid dinamikus módszer alkalmazására.  A 
kidolgozott esettanulmányok bemutatják a kifejlesztett eszközök és módszerek  
hatékonyságát, és hogy a hibrid dinamikus módszer megoldást sikerrel lehet alkalmazni  
diszkrét gyártási eljárások ütemezésénél. 
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